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You are cordially invited
to visit the new
Kentile Floors Showroom
in
Suite 3119, 31st Floor
Empire State Building
350 Fifth Avenue
New York City

Here you'll see all the latest colors and styles . . . the many exclusives available in Kentile® Solid Vinyl, Kentile Crystalite® Vinyl, Vinyl Asbestos, Rubber, Cork and Asphalt Tile. Also feel free to use our showroom regularly with your clients. Open 9 A.M. to 5 P.M., Monday through Friday.

KENTILE FLOORS
for interior or exterior, the Marble is...

Vermaco Marble on the interior and exterior of school buildings not only creates an environment of beauty and refinement, but so reduces the annual cost of maintenance that its use must always be seriously considered.

VERMARCO means craftsmanship of the highest order. Specify VERMARCO marble. And write today for specific information on marble in school construction.
In the New York Area...

THIS IMPRESSIVE LIST OF RECENT LOXIT INSTALLATIONS
proves once again that

YOU ARE IN GOOD COMPANY WHEN YOU
SPECIFY AND USE THE

CHALKBOARD, TACKBOARD AND WOOD
FLOOR-LAYING SYSTEMS

This record speaks for itself. Here is a representative cross-section of schools—both public and private, on elementary, high school and university levels—as well as business and governmental institutions in the New York metropolitan area, all of which are using Loxit Systems. You will find similarly impressive records of Loxit installations throughout the United States.

JOB AND LOCATION | ARCHITECT
--- | ---
IBM World Trade Center, U.N. Plaza, N.Y.C. | Harrison & Abramowitz
Ryneck Jr.-Sr. High School, N.Y. | Perkins & Will
Public School No. 32, Yonkers, N.Y. | R. S. Krinsky Associates
All Saints Church School, Harrison, N.Y. | Laurence M. Loeb
New School for Social Research, N.Y.C. | Mayer, Whittlesey & Glass
Trinity Church School, N.Y.C. | Thomas M. Bell
Benton & Bowles, 666 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. | Shreve, Lamb & Harmon
Lord & Taylor, N.Y.C. | Private Plans
New York University, N.Y.C. | Private Plans
Mount St. Michael Academy, Bronx, N.Y. | Emilio DiRienzo
Academy of Mount St. Ursula, Bronx, N.Y. | Private Plans
The Baldwin School, N.Y.C. | Private Plans
Ted Bates Co., 666 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. | Private Plans
Faster Wheeler Corp., 666 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. | Esbeco Services, Inc.
Physics Building, University of Buffalo | James, Meadow & Howard
Penn Yan Elementary School, N.Y. | Waarder & Northrup
Branchport Elementary School, N.Y. | Waarder & Northrup
Dresden Elementary School, N.Y. | Waarder & Northrup
Clifton Springs Elementary School, N.Y. | Ketchum, Miller & Arnold
Christ the King Parochial School, Rochester, N.Y. | Martin, McGraw & Wieral
Westbury High School, N.Y. | Eggers & Higgins
Sweetbriar School, Smithtown, N.Y. | Ketchum & Sharp
St. James Addition, N.Y. | Ketchum & Sharp
Nescomet Addition, N.Y. | Ketchum & Sharp
O. E. McIntyre, N.Y.C. | Ketchum & Sharp

JOB AND LOCATION | ARCHITECT
--- | ---
Cherrywood School, Levittown, N.Y. | Beatty & Berlenbach
Pintail School, Levittown, N.Y. | Beatty & Berlenbach
McKinley School, Newark, N.J. | Thomas E. Lehman
Countrywood School, Hanover, N.J. | Edward A. Berg
Memorial School Addition, Whipppany, N.J. | Edward A. Berg
Confield Ave. Addition, Mine Hill, N.J. | Edward A. Berg
Union Hill School, Denville, N.J. | Edward A. Berg
Franklin School, Hawthorne, N.J. | S. E. Greydanus & Son
Accelerator Bldg., Forrestal Research Center, Princeton U. | Private Plans
Grace Lutheran Church School, Teaneck, N.J. | Carl Kem Loven
St. Michael's School, Palisades Park, N.J. | Wm. Neumann
Oakland Elementary School, N.J. | Osborne & Osborne
Tomkins Cove Elementary School, N.Y. | Carl Milton Koelbl
Western Electric Training School Coliseum, N.Y. | Private Plans

FLOOR INSTALLATIONS

Jersey City Post Office, N.J. | General Services Administration
St. Francis' Nativity, N.J. | Wm. Neumann
Schalmanont Elementary School, N.Y. | Perkins & Will
Two Elementary Schools, Ridgewood, N.J. | Sherwood, Mills & Smith

DISPLAY CASES

State Teachers College, New Paltz, N.Y. | Hart, Jermain & Associates
Center Ave. Addition, Merrick, L.I. | Frederick P. Wiedersum & Associates

Write today for the Catalogs of the Complete Loxit Chalkboard System, the Loxit Floor-Laying System and Samples.

LOXIT SYSTEMS, INC.
1217 W. WASHINGTON BLVD., CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS

Represented in New York metropolitan area by Henry Mathusek, Jr., 315 E. Madison Ave., Dumont, N.J., Phone: Dumont 5-4739

Consult the Loxit Representative in your area—he is one of your best friends.
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New roof systems for schools...by INLAND

Complete structural systems that broaden your latitude in planning ceilings, lighting, acoustics—within realistic budget boundaries

1. Acoustideck for gymnasiums, other activity areas
Combines steel roof deck and acoustical ceiling with Noise Reduction Coefficient of .70.
Erected fast in any weather that a man can work. Interesting ribbed underside provides an attractive ceiling.

2. New Inland T-Steel Roof Deck for clear-ceiling classrooms
Especially suitable over classrooms of 26' to 32' spans—or other areas where you want an attractive unbroken ceiling surface.
You can use various types of acoustical tile—provide a flush, luminous ceiling—or leave the underside exposed and painted.
Write for catalogs 240, 241, and 246 or see Sweet's, sections 2c/Inl and 11a/In. Inland Steel Products Company has trained sales engineers capable of giving you the benefit of their diversified experience on specific problems. Write or call your nearest Inland office.

INLAND STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
Dept. B, 4127 West Burnham Street, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

ATLANTA, BALTIMORE, BUFFALO, CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, CLEVELAND, DALLAS, DENVER, DETROIT, KANSAS CITY, LOS ANGELES, MILWAUKEE, MINNEAPOLIS, NEW ORLEANS, NEW YORK, ST. LOUIS
More on FLW

EDITOR, Journal of the AIA:

Mr William Lescaze, AIA, in a letter published in the New York Times of November 2, comments on Mr Frank Lloyd Wright's Guggenheim Museum, and speaks of Wright's "tyrannical disregard of the objects of art to be shown, of the human beings who are to go to see them, of those who will eat in the cafeteria, and of those charged with the directing of the museum."

But why should anyone be surprised at this? When did Wright ever do anything else? This is not said in disparagement of his genius, for which I have the highest admiration, but to point out that his brain was so prolific of new ideas, his conviction of their value so strong, and his salesmanship so powerful, that he habitually persuaded his clients to let themselves be used as the subjects of experiments in new forms of design and new methods of construction.

Of course this was very costly, and how he found clients willing to permit it I have no idea. Most clients, in my experience, have very definite ideas of what they want, and are most reluctant to do anything that will increase the cost of building. This I can understand, for present building costs are very high, and there is no reason that they will go down in the foreseeable future. But all architects must admire and envy one who can, despite this, convince his clients that it is worth while to spend a little more and to produce something that will not only be adequate for their needs, but a contribution to the development of the art of building. True, some of Wright's experiments, including the Guggenheim Museum, were not entirely successful, but many of them were valuable milestones in architectural progress.

JOHN J. KLABER, AIA
Huntington, New York

People Read Us

EDITOR, Journal of the AIA:

I am enclosing a copy of our December issue of Inside Daverman's, a publication for our employees, and have marked a paragraph regarding an article in the December issue of the AIA Journal. I thought this might be of interest to you.

We have a great many trade journals checked each month for articles of interest, and try to limit our "You should read" suggestions to three or four articles. I am sure it is not necessary to add that the AIA JOURNAL is read by all of our architectural employees and many of the engineers.

H. G. DAVERMAN
Grand Rapids, Mich.

More on Architectural Education

EDITOR, Journal of the AIA:

In the July number of the Journal Professor Muschenheim reported on the methods of teaching in a number of European architectural schools. He did not include among these, however, one which will be in the thoughts of a large number of your readers, and that is the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris. During the

(continued on page 8)
SEND FOR CATALOG M-59 SHOWING NEW POSTS, HANDRAILS AND GRILL-O-METRICS
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COPYRIGHT 1959 BY BLUMCRAFT OF PITTSBURGH, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
**LETTERS**

first thirty years of this century that school influenced very greatly the course of architecture in this country and the teaching in American schools.

As I visited this school in the summer — particularly to inquire about the teaching in painting and sculpture, but also inquiring about that in architecture — it may serve a purpose to add this information to that of Mr. Muschenheim.

That school has changed also in post war years: there is, as in this country, a loss of interest in traditional forms. But there is a continuing effort to stimulate the creative abilities of students who are admitted.

Admission is still limited numerically, and the best applicants — as shown by their work which is judged anonymously — are the ones who are permitted to enter, no tuition fees being charged, even to foreigners.

The greatest difference between the Ecole and all other schools is that all work is done in competition, the work judged anonymously by practicing architects. While the Institute, by action at several Conventions, has urged the use of competition in the award of government and semi-governmental work, no students in American schools of architecture are now being taught how to compete on an architectural problem.

As in the schools Mr. Muschenheim visited there is an examination after the preliminary period, before admittance to the First Class. The subjects on the curriculum are substantially those listed by Mr. Muschenheim as generally forming the training at the schools he examined. The work in Drawing, Painting and Modelling is still of great proficiency. A preliminary sketch, done in a fixed period and "en loge" is still required, though it may be abandoned if the student does not wish to compete for the money prizes. And the date for the submission of problems is fixed in advance — as a method of training the student in the use of available time.

The student work is of high proficiency, compares favorably with the work that was illustrated in the Muschenheim report.

In the First Class buildings are considered not as isolated objects but as parts of urban planning, affected by sociological conditions and with sensitivity to technology.

But the use of competition as a factor in training is the great notable difference.

JOHN F. HARBESON, FAIA
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

**Low Man**

EDITOR, *Journal of the AIA*:

When are we going to stop kidding ourselves by trying to compare our Profession with the Medical Profession as to status, prestige, and public respect. It is only the Architects themselves that feel that there is any similarity. Let's face it ... we are the last man on the bottom of the totem pole as far as the public is concerned, and the sooner we realize it the better off the Profession will be. Maybe then we will take steps to remedy the situation.

WILLIAM E. EVANS, AIA
Some degree of protection against infiltration is provided by all weatherstripped windows and doors regardless of how they are made. The greatest efficiency however, is achieved when both the weatherstrip and exterior door and window units are integrally designed, each for the other. This engineering precludes infiltration of costly drafts, dirt and water leakage.

To furnish windows and exterior doors that will conform to these high standards, the engineers of both Monarch and the leading millwork manufacturers collaborate on every phase of design to produce the industry's most perfectly integrated units—"Compatibly Engineered" for maximum weather protection.

Specify that "all factory assembled window and door units shall be equipped with Monarch metal weatherstrip" to keep construction costs down and give your clients a cleaner, more comfortable home with the lowest possible cost to heat, cool and maintain.

MONARCH
METAL WEATHERSTRIP CORP.
World's Largest Exclusive Weatherstrip Manufacturer

6323 ETZEL AVENUE • ST. LOUIS 33, MO.
Kiln-drying adds strength to lumber by reducing the natural moisture content of wood* to pre-selected levels. Lumber for framing is kiln-dried to 19% moisture content, finish lumber is kiln-dried to a 12% moisture content. These moisture levels are in contrast to a tree’s natural fiber saturation point of about 25% moisture content, and actual moisture content of 115% or more, according to species, locale, etc. The principles of kiln-drying are to reduce moisture content below this natural 25% fiber saturation point so that the wood cells and fibers will shrink and become more compact (with the result that the lumber becomes more stable) ... and to remove the moisture evenly from each piece of lumber so that the center is as dry as the surface. In order to do this, both heat and live steam are used in the kiln-drying ovens.

*Note: Moisture content is the weight of water contained in wood expressed as a percentage of the weight of the oven-dry wood. Weyerhaeuser 4-Square kiln-dried framing lumber is dried to an average moisture content of 19%, well below the 25% fiber saturation point. Finish lumber is kiln-dried to an average of 12%.

The illustration below shows how wood cells change as water is removed.

Kiln-drying not only reduces the natural moisture content of lumber: it also makes lumber less absorbent, less subject to changes in humidity. And as the "patterning" of the cells and fibers becomes more stable, lumber will grip and hold nails better. Pound for pound kiln-dried lumber is one of the strongest materials available to the builder!

Kiln-drying minimizes the effects of humidity

One of the characteristics of wood is that it shrinks or swells in proportion to the amount of moisture it contains. Scientifically controlled kiln-drying brings all framing, and all finish lumber to predetermined moisture levels. The result is that all framing members in a home built of kiln-dried lumber will shrink or swell equally with changes in humidity. The same is true of all finish lumber in a house. The result is that each piece of lumber works like a component part with every other piece. The house built of kiln-dried lumber offers exceptional resistance to the changes due to humidity variance, and thus to such problems as windows or doors that stick ... cracked ceilings (generally caused by uneven shrinkage of floor joists) ... popped nails, and the like.

The following chart shows the relation of shrinkage to the moisture content of wood. Several facts should be noted. (1) Shrinkage starts only after free water is evaporates, about 25% moisture content. (2) The Western softwoods shrink in width and depth, not in length. (3) Moisture content of lumber in use is governed by temperature and relative humidity. This varies according to locality, use within buildings, and so on.

Weyerhaeuser adds these extra advantages to scientific kiln-drying:

1. Manufactured to size and cut to accurate length after kiln-drying.
2. Ends cut "4-Square" to give each piece a full load-bearing surface.
3. Edges eased for safer, easier handling.
4. Surfacing after kiln-drying to assure full dimension.
5. Accurate grading and correct identification after kiln-drying. (Kiln-drying tends to bring out otherwise hidden defects, and this step pulls out pieces containing such defects.)
6. Trademarked and grade stamped to assure your receiving exactly what you ordered.

Weyerhaeuser 4-Square kiln-dried lumber is available in 11 species in finish, board, and dimension lumber—and in a variety of manufactured lumber products. For additional information, write: Weyerhaeuser Company, Lumber and Plywood Division, First National Bank Building, St. Paul 1, Minnesota.
KILN-DRIED stands for greater freedom of design

Whether your planning calls for bold textural masses...sweeping planes...or delicate detailing...you'll find kiln-dried lumber successfully creates the effects you want, combining as it does natural beauty, strength, and high insulating value.

Weyerhaeuser's scientifically controlled kiln-drying process increases lumber's stability and nail-holding power, makes it easy to work. Moisture content is equalized so that each piece in the framing or the siding, in a wall or built-up moulding, works like a component part with every other piece and is equally resistant to dimensional change.

Many of the other structural and in-use advantages of kiln-dried lumber are outlined on the facing page. It's worth remembering, too, that its quality is an added assurance of your client's satisfaction. For further information, write: Weyerhaeuser Company, Lumber and Plywood Division, First National Bank Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minnesota.

Weyerhaeuser Company
Lumber and Plywood Division
The biennial business meeting of the Union Internationale des Architectes was held in Lisbon, September 20th to 27th. Approximately one hundred official delegates were present, representing forty-two countries. The Executive Committee also met. This is the active governing body, with twenty members from twenty countries.

The American Institute of Architects was represented by Henry Churchill, member of the Executive Committee; Messrs. Ralph Walker, John Fugard, Sr, Samuel L. Cooper, as delegates, Messrs Ernest Grunsfeld, Eugene Fuhrer and John R. Badgley were present as observers.

Reports from the various committees showed definite progress in promoting the interests of the architectural profession in international affairs and organizations. The UIA was represented at meetings of appropriate sections of UN both in New York and Geneva; at the World Health Organization; the International Federation for Housing and Planning; the International Labor Office; UNESCO and others. M. Michel Dard of UNESCO presented the draft of an international document defining the mutual rights and obligations between architects and practitioners of the plastic arts, which was accepted with minor changes and will shortly become official.

At the instance of Mr Churchill an ad hoc committee was set up to establish the criteria for a working program with the Housing Bureau of UN, of which Ernest Weissmann is chief. This committee, which meets November first in Paris, consists of Robert Matthew of Great Britain, Rasmussen of Denmark, Abrossimov of USSR and Dubuisson of France, with J. P. Vouga of Switzerland as reporter.

Prof. Mountschen of Belgium gave an interesting report on the Practice of the Profession. (Alexander Cochran of Baltimore is a member of the Committee on Professional Practice.) Prof. Gardner-Medwin of London reported on the Education of the Architect; M. André Gutton of Paris summarized the work of the Committee on Urbanism, of which Churchill of Philadelphia is a member; Herr Wilhelm had a brief report on School Building; Prof. Daniel Goldfitch sent in a long and excellent account of relations with WHO (Zachary Rosenfeld of New York has just joined this committee) and M. Vouga of Switzerland reported on Housing and on Research. (Walter Campbell of Boston is a member of the Research Committee.)

On the question of revision of the code of International Competitions it was decided not to make recommendations for changes at this time, even though certain administrative abuses continued to exist. It was felt that since the code has been only recently approved by UNESCO and has been in official use for so short a time, further experience was desirable. The matter might well come before the Congress in London in 1961.

In connection with the London Congress, Prof. Matthew is preparing a competition for the Schools of Architecture, the subject to be the design of a small "demountable" theatre. This competition will be suitable for use in the 1960-61 college year. As soon as details are available the information will be circulated through the Journal.

The International Exhibit of Architecture which was on display at the Congress in Moscow in 1958 has been shown in Bulgaria, East Germany, Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, according to M. Jirr Novotny. It is scheduled for France, Turkey, China and North Korea, and will be available for showing in the United States late in 1960, if it is wanted.

An excellent documentary film of the Moscow Congress was shown, with comments in French. Everyone agreed it was well and fairly edited. It runs about fifteen minutes. French-language copies are available now through the UIA Paris office; but if there is a demand for it M. Abrossimov of USSR said an English version would be supplied. Chapters interested should inform the International Relations Committee at the Octagon.

The UIA will continue to sponsor a summer school for architectural students in Portugal, under the direction of Prof. Carlos Ramos, and a seminar for architects in Warsaw.

The meetings of the Working Committees are as follows (subject to change):

1960

1st week in May: Urbanism, in Majorca
2nd week in May: Professional Practice, in Madrid
June (date not set): Sports Construction, in Rome
4-9 July: School Construction, in Bulgaria
10-16 July: Housing, in Hungary
18-24 July: Health, in USSR
1-3 Sept.: Research, in Rotterdam
5-11 Sept.: Executive Committee, in Copenhagen
12-17 Sept.: Urbanism, in Stockholm

(continued on page 14)
Outstanding value has made OTIS the accepted word for elevator quality in the U.S. and throughout the world.

General duty freight elevators

No elevator installation is too large or too small for OTIS: Autotronic® or Attendant-Operated Passenger Elevators, Escalators, Trav-O-Lators, Freight Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Elevator Modernization and Maintenance, Military Electronic Systems, Gas and Electric Trucks by Baker Industrial Truck Division.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
260 11th Avenue, New York 1, N.Y. Offices in 501 cities around the world.
MORE NEWS

2nd 2 weeks of Sept. and beginning of Oct. Professional Practice, Formation of the Profession, and a Regional Conference, in Chile

October (no date): A Colloquium on the Theatre, in Berlin

December (no date): International Competitions, in Yugoslavia

The VIth Congress and an Assembly will be held in London, June 22nd to July 7th, 1961. The theme will be “New Techniques and Materials, Their Impact on Architecture.” Prof. Matthew, who is in charge of organizing the Congress, states that he hopes to have three very specific papers by specialists prepared in advance for discussion in three separate sessions. There will be a final plenary session in which the total “impact” will be talked about by some internationally known person. This promises to be an outstanding Congress, not only because of the program but because there is so much to see in England and the British architects will be so wonderful at showing it.

In 1963 the VIIth Congress will be held in Havana, and the Assembly in Mexico City.

The Executive Committee and Delegates and their wives were splendidly entertained in Lisbon, by the Portuguese architects and by government officials. There was a dinner in the ancient Castle of St. George which overlooks the city and the Tagus, at which the Mayor of Lisbon presided. The Minister of Public Works was present at another dinner at the Hotel Avis; and the Portuguese architects gave a lunch (department of understatement, it only lasted three hours and a half) at the Hotel Seters in Sintra, one of the show places of Europe. The Syndicat d’Initiative turned over its pleasant quarters in the old Palacio do Foz to the UIA for its headquarters. Everyone was taken to a “rodeo” and “dancing folklorique” at Ribatejo, and there was a final dinner for the new members of the Executive Committee at the Ritz. There was also an evening at the home of Prof. Carlos Ramos, with Portuguese music, that was a tribute to the culture and hospitality of his country.

HENRY S. CHURCHILL, FAIA

The Rotch Travelling Scholarship

> Exercises preliminary to the selection of the seventy-first winner of the Rotch Travelling Scholarship will be held in April 1960. Applicants must be American citizens, under thirty-one years of age on March 15, whose architectural record includes study or experience in Massachusetts. A statement of requirements may be obtained by writing William G. Perry, Secretary, Rotch Travelling Scholarship Committee, 955 Park Square Building, Boston 16, Massachusetts, before March 1, 1960. All applications are due Monday, March 21, 1960.

Mr. Nutter Goes on a Cruise

> Convention-goers will remember that the grand door prize was a Caribbean cruise. It was won by Arthur E. Nutter of Houston. Mr Nutter has been practicing architecture for sixty-five years, and has become a familiar figure at AIA conventions. He shipped aboard the M. S. Bergensfjord from Wilmington, N. C. Aboard was a convention party of the North Carolina AGC and several architects and their wives. The ship touched at San Juan, Puerto Rico and St. Thomas in the Virgin Islands. The photograph shows Mr Nutter happily standing between Captain Olaf Bjornstad and John E. Smith, Jr., President of the US Travel Agency.

Professor Wanted!

> In line with the AIA Survey Recommendation R-22 and the activities of the Education Subcommittee on Expansion of Schools to Serve the Building Industry, the Master Builders of Iowa (a chapter of the Associated General Contractors) and Iowa State University have entered into an agreement which is intended to lead to expansion of the present programs of education for the construction industry.

This means that Iowa State is looking for a new type of professor. Minimum qualifications would be a Bachelor’s degree in Architecture, Architectural Engineering, Building Construction or Civil Engineering plus several years’ experience in construction and construction administration. Also it would be desirable that this man have a Master’s degree, possibly in Business Administration and possibly some teaching experience. However it is realized that an interested person having all of these qualifications may be hard to find.

Applications or suggestions of persons who might possibly be interested should be directed to Professor Leonard Wolf, Head of Department of Architecture and Architectural Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.
Facing Boston's recently-opened Southeast Expressway stands one of the newest, most modern office buildings in New England... the beautiful branch office of The Travelers Insurance Company.

One of the most significant features of this new structure—designed to provide an ideal working atmosphere of efficiency, comfort and attractiveness—is the lighting.

Over 5,000 Sylvania Troffers, equipped with Owens-Corning Fiberglas* Polarizing Light Panels, give excellently diffused, polarized illumination with a minimum of reflected glare and extremely low brightness.

Recessed Troffers by Sylvania offer unique advantages for designers and builders including:
- the ability to fit ALL popular ceiling types through the use of only three types of fixture housing.
- a broad choice of fixtures—1' and 2' widths, individual and row mounting, 4' x 4' units, down-lighting accent units.
- choice of 10 attractive and effective standard shieldings.
- labor-saving, time-saving installation features such as the exclusive Snap-Up Hanger which eliminates the use of hanger straps for many ceilings.

The next time your plans include recessed troffers be sure to check the advantages of Sylvania Troffers. For complete information write to:

SYLVANIA LIGHTING PRODUCTS
A Division of SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
Department 59-12
One 48th Street, Wheeling, West Virginia

* T. M. Reg.

SYLVANIA LIGHTING PRODUCTS
FLUORESCENT LIGHTING FIXTURES AND SYSTEMS • BEST FIXTURE VALUE IN EVERY PRICE RANGE
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... ABOUT AMERICA'S GREATEST COMFORT DISCOVERY!

LOOK IT UP NOW - IN YOUR

SWEETS 1960 ARCHITECTURAL FILE
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EXOTIC WOODGRAINS, SOFTLY MUTED COLORS

Experts, whose business lifetimes have been devoted to working with fine woods, pay tribute to the new Formica woodgrains through their inability to distinguish this rugged surfacing from the beautiful perishable woods from which they take their names.

New soft shades of solid colors are a part of the stimulating Formica line as further described on the other side of this sheet.
SEE SAMPLES OF ALL THE NEW FORMICA colors

BEFORE YOU PLAN YOUR NEXT INTERIOR

With the addition of 19 new color patterns and woodgrains Formica extends the horizon of decorative potentials for distinctive interiors. Rugged, easy-to-clean, low maintenance Formica is now available from local stocks the country over in these new colors.

WOODGRAINS
- Prima Vera, 46-V-64
- Teak, 32-TK-57
- Rosewood, 69-RE-68
- Macassar Ebony, 86-ME-68

SOLID COLORS
- Azure, 133
- Celadon, 117
- Champagne, 225
- Cocoa, 886
- Umber, 134
- Signal Red, 862
- Antique White, 132

WALL COVERINGS
- Lime Parfait, 58-MZ-1
- Almond Parfait, 22-MZ-1
- Mint Bonbon, 66-PD-47
- Caramel Bonbon, 43-PD-87
- Mocha Bonbon, 49-PD-43
- Champagne Sequin, 46-SE-87
- Frost, 15-H-1
- Tidestone, 7-ST-1

FREE! Write for color swatches of these new colors today.

FORMICA CORPORATION
Dept. A, Cincinnati 32, Ohio
for modern perspectives:

Terrazzo allows free play to the imagination, permits architects to create effectively, builders to construct enduringly, owners to use relentlessly.

Marble-hard and concrete-durable, Terrazzo lasts as long as the building it serves. Installations in publicly used areas are still in excellent condition after more than 25 years service and the tread of about 400,000,000 feet. Economical maintenance is assured. The smooth, jointless surface consisting of marble (70% or more); and Portland cement (30% or less) offers no place for wear or abrasion to start. Since only wet cleaning is required and refinishing and buffing are eliminated, savings of at least 20c per sq. ft. per year in cleaning cost can be realized.

A perfect vehicle for the contemporary lanai illustrated, Terrazzo is equally appropriate in traditional settings—for walls, stairs, wainscots and floors, in virtually any combination of color and design. For detailed information write the Association.

Catalogued in Sweet's. AIA kit sent upon request. National field service association representatives available for consultation.

Member Producers' Council

THE NATIONAL TERRAZZO AND MOSAIC ASSOCIATION • 711 14th St., N.W., Wash. 5, D.C.
Installation of the Kawneer Concealed Overhead Closer in the new Kawneer Stainless Steel "200" door.

CALL AKID

to specify competent installation of Kawneer products

At least one businessman in your area has gone to considerable trouble and expense to have his personnel trained by Kawneer in proper product applications, limitations and installation.

He maintains an inventory of Kawneer products to insure on schedule jobs, and quick and dependable emergency service.

This businessman is an *Approved Kawneer Installing Dealer.

Call him and you specify competent installation of Kawneer entrances, store front and facing materials, sun control products and aluminum windows.

You'll find your Approved Kawneer Installing Dealer listed under STORE FRONTS, in the Yellow Pages of your telephone directory.
Over 160 Hillyard-Trained
FLOOR TREATMENT SPECIALISTS

"On Your Staff, Not Your Payroll"

Typically, a HILLYARD "MAINTAINER®" has more than 10 years of experience working directly with architects, and with institutional administrators, to choose the one best treatment for a given floor or floor problem. This field experience is supplemented by a continuing program of in-service refresher training, where the architect's problems are thoroughly dealt with. Photo shows Maintainneers gathered at one such Hillyard Seminar at the Home Office.

Let the Hillyard Maintainer in your area:
• Recommend treatment for each floor on your boards.
• Give you specifications covering treatment, and detailed instructions you can give your contractor.
• Serve as your Job Captain during floor clean-up and initial treatment.
• Draw up a maintenance program you can recommend to your client, to keep beautiful floors beautiful.

Write for Free Hillyard A.I.A. Numbered Files
Practical treatment guides with specifications, product information, detailed step-by-step treating instructions.

This service is one more reason why, in specifying treatments for
WOOD, TERRAZZO, CONCRETE, CERAMIC TILE or RESILIENT FLOORS

You'll Finish Ahead with

HILLYARD
Passaic N. J. ST. JOSEPH, MO. San Jose, Calif.

Branches and Warehouse Stocks in Principal Cities
Herman Nelson creates air conditioned.

Send for your FREE Herman Nelson FACT KIT on school air conditioning

Fact Kit includes information on (1) how air conditioning affects the learning environment, (2) the cost of school air conditioning and (3) the equipment for school air conditioning.
a NEW KIND of classroom

... beautiful .... functional

... and Nelson flexibility brings the cost within any school budget!

- Herman Nelson – the leader in classroom heating and ventilating for 42 years, the company that made air conditioning practical for schools – now offers unit ventilator styling that literally creates a new kind of classroom!

Six exciting new decorator colors – Flame, Green, Blue, Yellow, Salmon and Neutral Gray – to complement advanced classroom design.

New function with color-matched optional accessory equipment that transforms underwindow "dead" space into a teacher's aid – (1) sink-and-bubbler units, (2) sliding-door units, (3) open cabinets, (4) magazine racks, (5) cubicle cabinets and (6) pull-out cabinets on casters.

And exclusive Herman Nelson options (optional accessories, optional air conditioning) make it easy to tailor your system to fit your school budget!

This new-color, new-function styling is available on all Herman Nelson unit ventilator equipment – whether equipment provides for air conditioning or for heating, ventilating and natural cooling only.
How often it is that yesterday's beauty is today's sad cliche, while much of today's work is doomed tomorrow.

Marble—the first material of architectural art—has only a future, never a past. Its beauty is ageless. Buildings clad in its quiet elegance wear a natural distinction that will be as eloquent tomorrow as it is today.
For a convention at the western outpost of a continent, what more appropriate theme than "Expanding Horizons"? And what more fitting program at the beginning of a new decade, full of promise, opportunity and challenge but demanding an ever-increasing knowledge of fields beyond architecture, than to explore some of these fields through contact with experts in the humanities and in science?

These premises led the Northern California Chapter, hosts for the Institute’s 1960 convention, April 18th to 22nd in San Francisco, to formulate the program now being announced. For if architecture, as the art of environmental design, is to continue to be the channel through which progress and human betterment are given valid physical form, architects must keep pace with major trends in fields other than those with which they are directly familiar; they must extend their horizons to include new knowledge, to recognize ideas and forces which influence individuals and social groups alike; they must become aware of technologies other than their own, since it is they who will in time be called upon to interpret these intangibles in functioning entity and in esthetic concept.

In thinking through the programming for the 1960 convention, the program committee headed by John Lyon Reid concluded that the protection of professional pigeonholes is no longer a guarantee that the prime factors in the building field—architects, engineers, builders, planners—will each retain his traditional domain. Each may retain this status but it will be because of real effort to keep up with, if not ahead of, the changes which increasing speed in transportation, increasing ease in communication, and continually advancing automation inevitably produce. What better opportunity than a national professional gathering to stimulate the self-education and re-evaluation required for progress toward such a goal?
The design of the Phoenix is by ERNEST BORN, FAIA, of the Northern California Chapter. The Phoenix, the mythical bird who was consumed by fire and rose in youthful freshness from the ashes, has long been a symbol of San Francisco, which rose from the ashes of a series of disastrous fires in the mid 1800's, and again after the great earthquake and fire of 1906. The Phoenix Symbol appears on the flag of the City and County of San Francisco, and is a recurring decorative motif used by various civic agencies.

The convention's professional program focuses on four fields in which architects are not usually versed but which influence architecture, sometimes with rather more directness than architects are prepared for, and which affect—sometimes slowly and sometimes with lightning-like immediacy—the very practice of architecture. These fields are sociology, politico-economics, technology and science, and philosophy.

The speakers chosen to develop the theme of "Expanding Horizons" are all experts in their respective fields and have been invited to speak as such, leaving the exploration of the relation between these fields and the practice of architecture to the architect-discussants who, in panels of three, will follow each principal speaker. Already announced as speakers are Dr J. Robert Oppenheimer, Director of the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton; Dr Wendell Bell, Associate Professor, University of California, Los Angeles; Dr C. Northcote Parkinson, author of "Parkinson's Law" and many other books and Raffles Professor of History, University of Malaya; and Dr Morton G. White, chairman of the Department of Philosophy, Harvard University.

Distinction and age once were hand-in-hand attributes of the expert. But with these speakers, this is not so. Their average age—well under fifty—indicates the vitality of both their subject-matter and of the way in which they can be expected to treat it.

The social side of the program is being planned under the energetic chairmanship of Donn Emmons, to give visitors a chance to see and know San Francisco and some of the surrounding communities as we who live here know them. Highlights include hospitality night in the homes of local architects; an afternoon open house in Jackson Square, San Francisco's unique wholesale furnishings district, a miniature private redevelopment project which has revitalized a historic section of the city; the annual banquet at the Palace Hotel, in its Garden Court; the investiture of Fellows in the sumptuous City Hall, designed as a result of a competition, by Bakewell and Brown; and the chance to participate in the Black and White Ball, an unusual social event held annually in the city's finest hotels.

With headquarters at the Mark Hopkins Hotel on Nob Hill, the convention places itself in a historic and scenic location. For here were the mansions of the Bonanza kings—Flood, Hopkins, Huntington, Crocker—and here one of them still remains, the Flood residence, handsomely preserved as the Pacific Union Club. From Nob Hill, and especially from the top of the convention hotel, there is an unsurpassed view of the city and the Bay and the communities which, in almost unending succession, line its shores.

And this, too, is appropriate. For although San Francisco is the host city for this convention and most of the activity of the convention will center within its limits, San Franciscans are neither selfish with their city nor independent of the virtues of the surrounding cities and countryside. And for all the residents of the cities and towns around the Bay, San Francisco is, and has always been, "the city."

Although the Bay may look geographically like a separation between these areas, it is their great unifying factor. All the communities of the nine counties which touch its waters are drawn together by it; it is their mutual dowry, their common capital. Across its usually placid face they look at each other; toward it all who can, orient their houses, their offices, even their schools. San Francisco might have coined the device and the term "Bay window" for the use it makes of such means to get even a tiny glimpse of the water.

Around the Bay the hills tower—hills that to an Easterner often look like mountains. But no real San Franciscan refers to them as other than hills. These are our vantage points. Not only do
we see the Bay and the Golden Gate from the hills; we see each other in neighborly fashion, delighting in the special beauty each section gives to the others. San Franciscans see the setting sun set fire to the Berkeley hills; the East Bay wakes to the sparkle of a million windows in San Francisco as the rising sun touches them with its light. Marin looks at San Francisco's Marina, Twin Peaks, Telegraph Hill and Coit Tower, the ships that sail out through the Golden Gate; San Francisco in turn looks at Mount Tamalpais, Marin County's great and beautiful landmark, at Angel Island and wooded Belvedere.

Of the man-made landmarks, once San Francisco alone boasted buildings high enough to be seen across the Bay. Now Oakland, too, has its cluster of tall buildings, the tallest the very recent Kaiser Center. In contrast, San Francisco's newest buildings are not so very tall: Crown Zellerbach's twenty stories and John Hancock's fifteen take their place with modesty in the city skyline stating rather, that what really creates environment is not the distant view but what is near at hand.

The bridges that cross the Bay are justly world-famous. Not only in themselves are they worthy of note—the San Francisco to Yerba Buena crossing of the Bay Bridge, and the Golden Gate bridge are not only engineering marvels of their time, but continuing esthetic satisfactions—but the view from them is incomparable.

And for what do we cross the Bay so constantly? We live on one side, work on the other, play anywhere. The climate varies from area to area: San Francisco's fog comes over to Berkeley and the rest of the East Bay, slides down the Marin hills and over the Peninsula range, cooling and cleansing. But beyond the East Bay's hills, it is hot when the Western slope is cool; and down at the southern tip of the Bay, where the fog does not penetrate, and in the upper reaches where the Bay changes its name twice—once to San Pablo, then to Suisun (prronounced Soo-soon)—it is, more often than not, quite warm.

But, contrary to popular notion about California, we do have winter. And those areas which in spring, summer and fall may be very warm are in winter colder than the areas nearer the "fog belt." What is unique about our climate is not a lack of seasons, for we do have them, although they are not at all like seasons in other parts of the country. What is unique is that in one location we can run the gamut of all four seasons in a single day. The fog makes it cold, and we wear coats and turn on the heat; but the sun comes out and burns the fog away, and it is spring, then summer, and as the fog comes in again, fall and then winter again.
This changeable climate affects the way we live—the houses of the Bay Area are too well known to architects to need description here, but they reflect a response to climate as well as to terrain and to materials. And it keeps us open-minded—a quality which perhaps more than anything else gave impetus to the unconventional approach to residential design which has always been a hallmark of the region. If this open-mindedness is only now beginning to be apparent in our larger buildings, there are perhaps other reasons for a tolerant attitude toward this deficiency. Many earthquakes and fires in the city's earliest days may have engendered a cautious attitude toward what went into a big building; this is only a supposition, perhaps altogether too subjective. But it is a fact that in our large buildings we have until recently been more conventional, more hidebound by tradition, than in our houses.

Here, as in every other city, interesting examples of architecture are far apart. The convention program offers two ways of seeing some of them: bus tours to San Francisco and East Bay buildings will take groups, or individuals, using the unusually handsome and inclusive “Guide to Bay Area Architecture” compiled by a young architect and his wife (which all convention registrants will receive), can route themselves to the buildings they want to see.

And in seeing the buildings which are so much our professional concern, the visitors will also see such essential accessories to our cities and our urban pattern as Golden Gate Park, reclaimed from the shifting sands to become one of the world's loveliest parks, Portsmouth Square, soon to have its “face lifted” to provide for parking below, and Union Square, first of the underground garages.

There is much to see and do, and the program allows ample free time for individual sightseeing and for eating out at some of San Francisco's renowned restaurants. But some things we can't show you. These are the projects of the future: Golden Gateway, a vast redevelopment project for the old produce district, a change in character of use and in appearance of that section; a completely new harbor development to be known as Embarcadero City; and, of all things, a concrete replica of Maybeck’s Palace of Fine Arts, crumbling relic of the 1915 Panama-Pacific Exposition.

Come back again in ten years. The phoenix, our symbol, is still rising. San Francisco of the future, building on its indomitable past, will be even finer than the city of the present.
Certainly architectural schools have a difficult mission, made more difficult for themselves by vagueness of purpose. Law schools produce men who will end by being philosophers of the law and writers about it and secretaries of state; men who will plead only the most fundamental cases before the highest tribunals; men who will argue the lowest kind of personal causes in low courts; and men who will never argue causes at all but work in offices on such large and technical questions as new articles of incorporation for a vast company with a new kind of business, on technical questions of how to pay the least potential income tax, and down to the drawing of the simplest wills and contracts. All this is subsumed within the rubric of a legal education.

I assume that lawyers might agree in general as to the highest aspirations of a lawyer, which might, I suppose, seek to be a great philosopher, judge, or teacher and expositor of the law. But the ability to do that superbly is certainly not made into the be-all and end-all of a legal training. It is not all even in schools such as Harvard and Yale which have a reasonable expectation that some of their students will have high talents in these directions, and that a few may also have the moral and other qualities needed before you get a Cardozo or a Learned Hand or a Justice Holmes. To be sure, some law schools will place more emphasis on this aspect of the law than others; and some law schools will work primarily on training people to do the more pedestrian chores skillfully—and I hope ethically—for the pedestrian chores must be done. But I cannot imagine that any law school would be effective in preparing a large group of men for practice if it placed all the major emphasis on talents of this sort and if only the few who were most promising in this direction turned out to be those who were generally admired and prized while in school or after graduation.

It is much the same in the practice of medicine. Doctors have to know a good deal of anatomy and chemistry and physiology and psychology and a number of other things, and it is practically impossible to say that one competence is so dominantly basic as compared with the others that eminence in it in school is the only way to guarantee eminence in practice later on. As in the law, eminence is to be achieved in many ways, through brilliant research, through brilliant surgery, through skillful administration of large medical enterprises. At the same time all kinds of doctors of less fame are needed to treat broken toes skillfully or to disinfect minor wounds either of the body or of the soul. In this medical hierarchy it may be less

THE FIRST PART OF AN ADDRESS

Dean Burchard’s keynote address to the Fourth Annual AIA-ACSA Teachers’ Seminar at Grindstone Lake, Wisconsin, last June raised many doubts about the efficacy of our present methods of teaching architecture. We present the first part of it here, to be concluded in the March issue.
clear what stands as the highest aspiration. I would put it at the level of brilliant research. Perhaps the medical profession would not put it there but at the level of advanced surgery, such as is involved in brain or heart operations or even at being a first-class general practitioner. But wherever they put it, we know that medical schools have a sufficiently clear understanding of their objectives so that they can design a curriculum from which the doctor can go in any one of the many ways he needs to go if we are to have an adequate supply of competent men at all levels needed; and we must emphasize at all the levels.

Surely as I have been talking of the law and medicine you have thought of its possible relevance to architecture. I could elaborate the point by talking of engineering education and its complicated problem of producing analysts and synthesisists, of designers and managers, of theorists and researchers and systems contrivers and persuaders. Yet it is uncomplicated by the fact that any of these ways of being an engineer is given an awesome priority over the others so that young men who are slow in this area feel, in effect, that there is no hope for them to be good engineers at all.

Now what is the situation in architecture? Let me say one thing right away before I start walking on this treacherous bog. Though architecture is both more and less than an art, it is nothing if it is not an art. Design does stand as the foundation of architecture and without it there is no architecture. Nothing in any program of architectural education should be permitted to stand in the way of the maximum development of those with a real talent for design. But unfortunately architecture is also not only an art. If it were only an art such as painting or sculpture then we have vastly too many architectural schools now. We ought to be able to find out quite soon, certainly in a couple of years, whether an aspirant really has any chance of becoming a designer of quality. Of this group many are to be drawn from the one-out-of-five who on the face of it succeed. Of this group I am saying that three-fourths have obviously no designing talent. Their work as published and seen all over the country must prove this to you. If he has not, we should send him on his way.

Anyway, for the sake of later argument I am going to say that not more than a quarter of the men have any chance whatever of doing significant design later in life. What should we do if architecture were only an art? Well, we should obviously fire the other three-quarters. For the country as a whole this might mean we could reduce the number of schools by half and retain only the faculty that could be honestly useful to the talented designers. Then by cutting the student population by three-quarters and the faculty only by half, we might double the faculty-student ratio which would also be worthwhile.

I want you to understand the magnitude of the reduction we ought to make if we are actually to insist that the profession include only artists. The drop-out rate of college and university architectural students exceeds the fifty per cent common for college and university students by a wide margin. In fact, about three times as many matriculate as graduate. On graduation, only about a fourth of those graduating are able to pass the registration examination the first time and in the end only perhaps three-fifths of all the graduates succeed. Combining these figures, we can arrive at the conclusion that a freshman entering an architectural school has about one chance in five of attaining registered professional status. Now the ones I have been talking about leaving out are of course not the four out of five who fail but a good many are to be drawn from the one-out-of-five group who on the face of it succeed. Of this group I am saying that three-fourths have obviously no designing talent. Their work as published and seen all over the country must prove this to you as well as it does to me. This means that not more than one man in twenty of those who now come to our schools could reasonably be expected to live up to the highest standards of a course which makes a very heavy investment in design as the essence of professional competence.
critical sense needed is the self-examination that makes it possible for the designer to reject some of his own most spontaneous conceptions, conceptions that were often compelling to the concealer at the moment but which his later critical faculty will discard as meretricious or inappropriate. A great deal of our worst design seems to me to come less from the inability of the designer to put together some kind of plausible synthesis than from his inability to bring self-criticism to bear. Perhaps I even dare say it comes through his utter lack of good taste. But those with good critical standards and good taste may be useful somewhere even if they are not good designers themselves.

But all these inept designers may not be foolish or incompetent men. If they have a kind of synthetic talent but no taste, it may be possible for them to be used in the follow-up procedures of design, that is, working out what somebody else has designed and will continue to watch over. This is a role that a good many graduates obviously play all their lives. It is a necessary role and the question about them is whether in the large emphasis on design in our present curricula we do not teach them to feel that they are second class and must play a second-class role in their profession all their lives solely because they are second-class designers and regardless of any other superiorities they may have. Goodness knows, this long-time sentence would be bad enough. But we may often even make frustrated designers out of them, men who thought they were good, found out they lacked something, never have a chance really to make their own designs. Then even if they are highly paid in an office which talks about teamwork while its decisions are made on an authoritarian basis, they may live a frustrated life. Is the task of a professional school to manage consciously and must play a second-class role in their profession, help them to achieve their ends, and understand and be sympathetic to what the good designers do, help them to achieve their ends, and do all this with no sense of personal inferiority and frustration while they are doing it. Is the task of a professional school to manage consciously what is now achieved accidentally in a few, and only a few, good architectural organizations?

This means that we ought first to decide whether an architectural school is a school for architectural art or a school for the architectural profession, including a wing for architectural art.

WHAT IS A PROFESSION?

We have to be very careful about this word profession. Again the situation of architecture seems to me unhappily unique. Let me offer you an example from medicine. Suppose you went to a doctor and told him you had a pain in your left kidney and that you had decided you wanted it out, and not only that but that you had read about and admired a new way of performing this operation which had been perfected in Barcelona. He immediately said he would take it out and he would try to do it in the Catalan way although he had always been a Williamsburg man himself; still, he had seen papers by surgeon Gaudi and believed he could manage it. If you asked any such question of a doctor and he replied in these terms you would be well advised to run for the nearest exit. You know very well he would first want to examine the kidney and judge for himself whether or not it should come out at all; and if perchance it should come out he would want to decide for himself how; and if you declined his position on either of these matters he would
gladly have you go elsewhere. But even Dr. Gaudi in Barcelona would probably not take the thing out unless it ought to come out.

Now has the architectural practice any relation to this? Among the very greatest and most obstinate men of whom happily there are and have been a few, geniuses like the late Frank Lloyd Wright or Mies or Corbusier would throw you out of the office if you came with a comparable suggestion. But how about the general situation?

There are two levels of professional standards involved here. One is how the operation shall be done if it is to be done at all. Here as I have said we know that some men and some firms would be adamant while more would be tractable. But the other level asks whether the operation should be performed at all. Here I suppose we would have to admit that the professional ethos of architecture is less clear than that of the law or medicine. The good lawyer, too, will often advise his client against litigation, advise him on the conditions as well as the legal language of his will, interrogate his purposes and not be content merely to find a way to achieve unquestioned purposes. The analogous professional situation would arise in architecture if for example some one came to you and asked you to design a sixty-story building and you asked him no questions as to what this might do to the surrounding metropolis, whether to build it was in accord with urban trends or struggling vainly against them, whether the investment in the building was wise, and a whole range of comparable social and economic and political and even moral questions. What is the architect’s responsibility here? If it is only that of taking the job because he knows that if he does not some one less responsible than he will, I have to say that this may be proper artistic ethics but it is not professional ethics as they would be understood by a doctor or a lawyer. The question this poses in the philosophical sense is, of course, what are proper professional ethics in architecture (I should think fee-splitting and failure to use professional documents or even investing in a building enterprise were the least important, not the most important questions) and how, if they can be determined, is the education of the architect to contribute to the probability that the graduate will understand them, believe in them, and adhere to them? (Education, we could suppose, would contribute more than Hippocratic oaths or codes of conduct imposed by the AIA.)

There are a lot of other and perhaps less drastic ethical decisions. A client comes to you with a hundred thousand dollars and a desire to build a complex that cannot cost less than a quarter million. What is your first move? Of course you have to know that his desire is unrealistic, that no miracle will happen this time as it never has before, but that is a professional competence which we must assume you have. Do you use the competence professionally? Do you tell him he just can’t do it and tell him what he can get, right off the bat; or do you study it, hoping against hope that the market will fall or that anyway he will go out and find some more money? Do you then end with a project that the client likes so much, even if he can’t afford it, that he goes broke building it or sacrifices other things he should not sacrifice, or, if an institution, bleeds his donors again to make good on the aspiration he should not have entertained in the first place? Few examples are so spectacular as this but the whole question of professional competence as to costs and of professional ethics in bringing to the client something his budget can afford or declining the work is one on which I am convinced the public view of the architect as extravagant, incompetent and obstinate is generally justified. All this is a very difficult subject to get at effectively in school, I am sure, but when does it all begin?

These few examples ought to satisfy us that architecture is not really a profession in the sense of most professions, and not quite an art either in the sense of most arts. It is more responsible than art and less responsible than the professions, if I may use the word responsibility here only in a narrow sense of practical matters. And when we come to costs and the extent to which the architect should participate in or even help to form business decisions, we are beginning to ask the third and last question as to whether architecture is not also a business. Surely firms have to get work to do. Around their ability to seek work we have put a number of fences of so-called “ethics.” It was all right, and still is, I suppose, to circulate in the right clubs and among the right families and to use one’s friends as clients or to act as procurers by suggesting one’s talents to other clients. But we are in a world in which many fewer important commissions are given over a bar or in a club. It is all right to enter a competition but this is no longer regarded as a profitable way even for the client and certainly not often the way, in the United States at least, by which a talented young man can suddenly spring from obscurity.

It is all right to send along a very fancy submission couched in terribly businesslike terms and costing a good deal of money to prepare if one is
invited to send it. Some of these presentations, as you well know, are really expensive now and part of the justified overhead of an architect's office if architecture is a business; but one cannot advertise that one is good save indirectly, by getting published in the right magazines, by giving interviews to Newsweek or Life, by making a speech in the right situation, by arranging to be asked to make a submission. One cannot buy the advertisements directly. One cannot go on the air with a TV show of one's work, week after week, although this could be very effective on a local channel when an important local public project is under consideration. One certainly cannot contract the building itself or invest in it. And why, pray, not? Are not the rules of practice something like the codes of amateurism for American football teams? Would the architect be a stronger man if he did put his own fiscal neck into the noose of a building project? All these questions and others like them have been asked many times before and a good deal of hypocrisy surrounds the whole affair. The hypocrisy is, to be sure, a tradition rooted in history and in earlier business and building conditions. But if architecture is a business, if firsthand presentations of one's capacities, firsthand estimates of cost, firsthand managerial skills and ability to assist in financing a project are indeed part of the proper practice of architecture, then how is it again that architects who are to deal in such matters must enter upon it as green as grass, innocent of anything they might have gained from formal instruction?

THE EMPHASIS ON DESIGN

Out of all this I raise the following fundamental question. Does the large emphasis on design as so central to the entire curriculum for everybody, seem justified? Does it tend to insure that a man who is only a fair designer will automatically be adjudged as a man with a second-class or third-class future in architecture? Is it possible to conceive of a more versatile program? Such a program might push the designers to their limit in the upper years, unencumbered by the lower-level skills of those who are dragging along. It could also select from those with marginal designing skills those who have high aptitudes in some other matters and encourage them to pursue a greater concentration in relevant subjects outside of design. Thus a wider range of professional skills might be available to employers of the graduating class; a larger number of the graduates might have a real chance of useful and profitable careers. I do not suppose for a minute that such a program could or should try to make it appear that those who do reach the top in design are not the most important men in architecture. To this extent status will always exist. But I suppose if it were carefully tended it might reduce the frustrations of second-rate designers, improve the quality of the other tasks done in architectural offices, provide a more substantial sympathy and cooperation between the business and design staffs. It might provide all these necessary cooperating nondesigners with a sense of their own dignity and usefulness which would not force them to bow their heads to any one called designer but only to first-class designers. This of course is what most of the first-class designers have to do too when they come into the presence of real masters such as Corbusier, or Wright, or Mies van der Rohe, or Aalto.

Of course I know that there have been tries at architectural options before, especially in architectural engineering, and that not very many have been happy with the results. But I am not sure that they have been sophisticated tries. Moreover I do not argue at all that this proposal should be tried. I would only argue that it should be thought about as part of a serious reconsideration of what the architectural profession is today and how closely the education has anything to do with the realities of it. I mean an unsentimental try too because all intelligence can be thrown out of the discussion by an emotional appeal to the art of architecture which ignores the fact that very few architects are in fact very good artists and that we are lucky there are as many as there are.

Because I am not at all sure that the options are even a good idea I do not propose to try to inhibit your imagination by saying what they might be. Let me point out, though, that the use of the intellect is not to be scorned in architecture. It will not replace the use of intuition. The very greatest men arrive by intuition at answers which are intellectually sound and the fact that their intuition is reliable is what sets them aside as very great men. But heaven help us from the uncontrolled intuitions of lesser men! It is here that reason takes the floor. I think it is demonstrable that there are men who can make the most refined analysis of the real needs of a program and establish the general space relationships needed to carry out such a program and yet be quite unable to create physical spaces following the program which will really be pleasant at all. Certainly we have countless examples also of good designers (but not geniuses) who can put together the spaces but whose thinking about the program is so woolly that the results are impossible.
Now the problems of programming are getting ever more complex. A good programmer really has to do a lot more research than he once did; he may have to travel and look and listen and examine figures and do a lot of drudgery to arrive at his really useful conclusions. All of our design courses today, I suppose, involve some student programming and do not present the students with a priori conditions. But are the exercises strong enough to do anything more than suggest that a program should be prepared? May their necessary superficiality not even encourage the idea that some diagrams that look well are the thing, as sales documents really, rather than a sound understanding of what facts and figures are relevant, and what facts and figures are reliable and to be believed? Is it not possible in curricula that bifurcate in the upper years that some men whose talents for programming are manifestly superior should be encouraged into more of this work and less in design, provided always that they are not also the superior designers whom we need continuously to cherish and not permit to be diverted since there are so few of them.

I might add that other bifurcations are also possible; one surely in the direction of management itself; one probably in the direction of a good social understanding which would make the man a useful operator (let me say salesman if you realize I mean the purveyor of good wares who must convince people) in public situations especially; this will be a very important area in the future especially in large urban redevelopment projects.

Let me rest the case on three possible ultimate forks, one to design, one to management, one to programming. And there are others, both alternative and additional, but it would not profit to try to spell them all out.

(To be concluded next month.)

TAKE IT AWAY, LE CORBUSIER!
by Elise Jerard

A client views with dark misgiving
A home that's a "Machine for Living."
What normal family you've seen
Would choose to live in a machine?
A home where there is too much Built-In
Is one to feel too darn much guilt in.
A place for this, that, those and these
Just makes you fling things where you please.
If you're a man and not a mouse
You don't take orders from your house!
Design that's so austerely neat
Either makes generations Beat
Or architectural overwork
Drives inmates mess-and-muss berserk.
A cellar bar that's too precise
Makes drinking somewhere else seem nice.
Too many Areas defined
Runs counter to the human mind
Which is by nature brash and sloppy.
(Le Corbusier addicts please copy.)

A home is just a place to live in,
A place that something's got to give in,
And what has got to give must be
The house — because it won't be we.
Clients will take just so much steering.
They don't want houses domineering.

by Elise Jerard

WHITCH
by Ralph Mitchell Crosby, AIA

Oh, who would be an Architect
When a Poet he could be,
With verses dancing from his pen,
A rhymed Terpsichore;
His head 'way up among the clouds,
His eyes upon a star;
Or deep in fields of asphodel
Could roam somnambular?

Oh, who would be an Architect
And waste the precious hours,
Instead of penning lilting rhymes
Of birds and bees and flowers?
Why be a weary galley-slave,
At a driving client's bid
When one could spin an epic to
The joyous katydid?

Oh, who would be an Architect,
Jaded with tedious toil,
When one could dream away the days,
Free from insane turmoil?
Shall a Poet's prating pen my role
As Architect usurp?
To hell, I say with such a thought!
Excuse me while I erp!

by Ralph Mitchell Crosby, AIA
Adapted from an address delivered to the Sixty-fifth Annual National Conference on Government of the National Municipal League, in Springfield, Massachusetts, in November.

Statisticians forecast with great certainty that the present population growth will continue, that the rural population will further decrease, and that therefore the urban population will increase faster than ever. The challenge of the sixties is: Will we be able to provide functioning, livable and workable cities to take care of the growing urban population—or will the overwhelming majority of Americans in the sixties have to live and work in human conglomerations which no longer have characteristics to which the terms “urban” or “city” apply?

Most symptoms discernible today indicate that we will fail in facing the challenge. We are busily engaged in passively destroying whatever we had of urban organisms, and we are resigned to the fact that we live in a time of urban crisis.

Living within any organized form of society necessitates the acceptance of certain public responsibilities and the subordination of certain individualistic desires. We accept this truth by having regulated our general behavior pattern, by accepting a certain political order anchored in the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, and by living within a certain legal framework. We reject the acceptance of these truths completely in our relation to urban organization. In this respect we can be best described as “anarchists”. Compared with other civilized countries, our public urban institutions are on a shockingly low level. This applies to public transportation, to school systems, hospitals, city parks, city streets, and to every other aspect of an urban environmental nature.

Every attempt of those who believe in and fight for urban and public improvement is brought to a standstill by the followers of a new cult which, instead of the golden calf, has chosen as its goddess the private automobile. The believers, whom for the sake of brevity I will call “autocrats,” have raised their goddess on a high pedestal and they preach complete subjugation to this “higher mechanical being.” They accept automobile traffic in the same manner that former heathen religions accepted elementary phenomena like the sun and...
the rain, thunder and earthquakes—as superior elementary forces with which man cannot assume to tangle. They pay tribute to the new goddess not only through monthly installment payments but also by prostrating themselves or, as the foreword of the proposed New York Zoning Resolution states, "by paying deference to the automobile."

How deeply autocrats believe in their dogma may be best illustrated by a statement in a report concerning the rebuilding of Los Angeles downtown, which reads, "... the pedestrian remains as the largest single obstacle to free traffic movement." The cult of the autocrats, which I will name "autocracy," is perfectly willing to sacrifice our cities on the altar of the new goddess. Their evangelists preach ceaselessly that everything must be done to facilitate and increase the flow of automobile traffic. Autocratic fanatics have already succeeded in leveling large parts of downtown cores of our cities, which now resemble the worst bombed-out European cities as they looked after the war. Some of our city cores, in fact, represent only tremendous parking lots and road accumulations, rendered inefficient by the few buildings which have resisted, for some inexplicable reason, the holocaust.

Everybody, it seems, has fallen under the spell of the autocratic fanatics. Downtown merchants, rapidly losing their shoppers, are yelling for more and more parking space. City administrations prescribe that every newly erected building must provide altars to the autocracy in the form of car storage space. Traffic planners favor the slicing up of the urban fabric, the sacrificing of parks and historic buildings, the widening of streets, the narrowing of sidewalks. Impressed by the evangelistic fervor of the autocrats, the urban citizen is willing to give up privacy, quietude, restfulness, beauty and, when called upon, his very life, for the representatives of the deity from Detroit.

A few years ago, Wilfred Owen, one of the most knowledgeable men in the field of transportation, stated with conviction, "We cannot be both motorized and urbanized." What was then a prophetic remark based on sound thinking is today proven by hard figures and facts. Statistics show that the economic well-being of any city center decreases in exact proportion to the increase of private automobile traffic within the built-up area. In Chicago, for example, the loop area was entered in 1958 by 55 per cent more people by automobile than in 1954. Business of State Street department stores dropped during that time by 16.3 per cent, and the number of people entering by public transportation by 13.2 per cent.

Manhattan was entered on a typical business day in 1956 by 171,000 more people coming by automobile than in 1948, yet 350,000 fewer people altogether entered Manhattan daily in 1956 than in 1948! A half-million people a day have been lost in those eight years as passengers of public transportation. Thus, an increase of 36 per cent daily in the volume of motor vehicles entering the business and shopping district of Manhattan has been accompanied by a decline of about 12 per cent of the total of people who come into the hub area of New York.

If we continue to follow, like a flock of sheep, the preachings of the autocrats, we will bankrupt public transportation and any other form of mass transportation. We will lay waste the centers of our cities and, by doing so, destroy any form of urban organization. We will wipe out what is being referred to as "urban culture."

Before we continue on this path of de-urbanizing urban areas, we should seriously ask ourselves whether the shiny, fin-tailed, many horsepower images of the new autocratic cult are really worth the sacrifice. In the past, human achievements and human progress had their mainsprings in the city. Athens and Rome, Paris, Vienna, London, Peiping, Tokyo, New York and Chicago, and an endless array of other cities, past and present, were the cradles of human thought and human progress. Only urbia was able to provide the climate, the physical possibility of human communications, the concentration of brainpower and talent essential to intellectual and spiritual development. Our democratic system depends on the possibilities which only direct human communications afford. Should we be willing to swap urban organizations which have been accepted as the symbols of the status of a civilization for a formless, sprawling, diffused and confused conglomerate in which all direct human communication would have to be replaced by vicarious experiences through electronic devices like television, videophone or other gadgets?

The challenge of the sixties, as I stated in the beginning, is to see to it that we will still have "urbia" for the millions of new arriving urbanites. The ways and means to create better, more livable, more workable and more beautiful cities are in our hands, but we can apply them only if we can defeat the cult of "autocracy."

Some readers might have gained the impression that I want them to go out with hatchets and destroy every car they see. Don't be concerned. I am not asking for violence. I have nothing against automobiles. In fact, I own one myself—even if it
is only a small one. I think they are extremely useful appliances—like electric toasters, dishwashers, and vacuum cleaners. We know we will have more and more of them—and that is fine with me, as long as we can arrange things so that they can actually move. What I am asking is that the automobile be de-throned from its high pedestal as a symbol of divinity and that, like all the other appliances, it be put in its proper place and utilized where and when it is needed, without interfering with the more important rights of human beings who, at least for the time being, are still in the majority.

To some degree even the most fanatic autocrat recognizes that there are certain places in which the automobile does not belong. Even the most emotional sports car fan does not take the object of his adoration into bed. It is still unusual to find even the most elegant highway cruiser in the living room. And with the exception of a few slowly rotating but otherwise harmless symbols of the cult, automobiles are kept out of hotel lobbies, air terminals, and railroad stations.

All I am asking for is that we expand logically our pattern of etiquette with regard to living with our mechanized servants. We need a kind of Emily Post on the theme of how to live with our mechanical gadgets. I am by no means advocating a turning back of the wheels of history. On the contrary, it is a logical continuation of our behavior pattern with regard to other transportation novelties. After the first excitement died down, we took railroads off our main streets and separated them neatly from our urban environment. Nobody has ever proposed building garden apartments on both sides of an airport runway. We have even gotten rid of elevated trains in New York, and we now have our rapid transit within cities underground.

What I am asking for is a return to sanity and an application of the same principles which we follow with regard to railroads, airplanes, rapid transit, sewers and water lines, electric power lines, which at least in our more civilized urban centers are all removed from visibility. Concentrated human activities—whether they are concerned with working or selling or learning or dwelling—are just not compatible with the noises, smells and dangers of mechanized traffic; and mechanized traffic is steadily and extremely disturbed by human activities. Traffic cannot flow between structures which steadily receive and emit people and all types of vehicles. And people are steadily and extremely disturbed in all of their pursuits, in their privacy, and in their peace of mind by steady streams of mechanized traffic. The old system of separation, consisting of sidewalks and driving lanes, was compatible with the horse and buggy age. It has become impractical and insufficient with our economic growth, with the increased number of mechanized vehicles and the greater speed which we are able to attain. Logically we have to devise a new method of separation for our times.

Recognizing the need for greater separation, the new pattern will have to provide separated areas for transportation and separated areas for all types of human activities. A cellular form of urban organization will result. Human activity cells will be pedestrian islands separated from each other by landscaped areas in which various means of transportation will have their specific rights-of-way. A number of such activity cells will be grouped in cluster-like fashion around core cells containing, depending upon the size of the urban organism, the necessary common facilities for work, trade, administration, cultural, recreational and educational pursuits. In the case of a large metropolitan area, a great number of such cell clusters will surround a metropolitan core area, which again is organized into a number of activity cells of the highest order. In the case of large urban organisms, public transportation will make interior points of activity cells accessible through underground facilities. All other transportation, however, will be brought only as close as possible to each cell by means of surrounding-loop roads with directly adjoining car storage.
areas and terminal facilities for public transportation carriers.

This newly emerging urban pattern has not found expression by implementation in large urban areas up to now. But there are hundreds of new urban elements on a smaller scale which represent the new pattern. The large suburban shopping centers, college campuses, industrial parks, office building clusters, amusement parks like Disneyland, are excellent examples. The plans which my firm has developed for cities like Fort Worth, Texas; Kalamazoo, Michigan; St. Paul, Minnesota; Newark, New Jersey; Green Bay, Wisconsin; Fresno, California, and others, illustrate how the new planning pattern can be superimposed without the necessity for large-scale physical destruction of existing cities.

The planning principles of separation of traffic which we have expounded over the last ten years, together with the impact of the formidable success of pedestrian malls in large shopping centers, have not failed to get recognition. In the last few months there has been a rash of downtown mall projects. Over fifty such mall experiments were recently listed. Most of them are of experimental and temporary nature, but at least one, the mall in Kalamazoo, was installed on a permanent basis.

Because we have included the pedestrian island concept in all of our downtown planning projects, we find ourselves now in the embarrassing position of being credited, either directly or indirectly, with being the cause of these mall experiments. Frankly speaking, we are quite upset about them. We believe that not only will they be ineffective after the first excitement over the unusual sight of grass and bushes in a downtown street has died down, but that they may prove downright dangerous with respect to long-range over-all planning efforts. If the expected long-range success does not occur (which in our opinion is most likely) then the citizenry at large and the business men specifically will claim that this is just proof that the ideas of long-haired and egg-headed planners do not work.

The trouble with these mall experiments is that they are not based at all on planning considerations. They are rather the result of promotional and advertising mentality, with the aim of creating sensations, and are quite similar to other downtown promotional activities like Dollar Days, parades, etc. The creation of pedestrian areas downtown can be successful only if it is accomplished as an integral part of an over-all plan. In fact it is probably one of the last measures for implementation within a carefully scheduled revitalization plan, and it just cannot be the beginning. Only after proper access from suburban areas toward the central business district has been achieved for private as well as public transportation; only after a belt road system around the downtown core, together with directly adjoining terminal facilities for public transportation and storage facilities for private cars, has been constructed; only after a system for servicing downtown buildings has been implemented, can the creation of pedestrian districts be accomplished. The replacement of the choking ring of slums, which we find around most of our downtown cores, by new high-density residential areas is another prerequisite to the improvement of the environmental qualities of the downtown core, of which the pedestrian island concept is a part.

The trouble with the mall experiments (including the permanent one in Kalamazoo which, in fact, was part of the over-all plan which our office developed for that city) is that they are spatially limited, poorly executed, promotional measures based on a complete misunderstanding of the whole problem. They are the direct outcome of the desire which most downtown interests share to do quickly and cheaply something spectacular and to rely on patent medicines rather than a thorough treatment.

The downtown mall experiments are only another measure in the endless series of single, unrelated measures like one-way streets, municipal garages and parking lots, scramble crossings, spot redevelopment, new street lighting and all the other gimmicks which are so popular because they create for a certain time a certain amount of excitement and can be implemented without the investment of too much brainpower or too much money.

Only if we recognize that the urban crisis, which is the outcome of a deep-seated disease which has progressed for fifty years, cannot be cured by administering aspirin in the form of unrelated small measures but that an over-all treatment based on a clear understanding of the problems is needed, will we be successful in revitalizing our cities.

Only if we are willing to accept the automobile for what it is—a servant to mankind and not a deity; only if we are willing to progress in a civilized manner, enlarging our concepts concerning the separation of incompatible uses; only then will we be able to live up to the challenge of the sixties and create superior cities of truly human environmental qualities for the dramatically increasing urban population.
An exhibition of new hospitals is on view at the Octagon Gallery until the end of February. The designs were selected by a screening jury consisting of members of both The American Institute of Architects and the American Hospital Association from projects shown at the AHA meeting in New York's Coliseum in August 1959. All these designs represent actual projects which have been completed or were under contract for construction in the course of the last five years.

The current exhibition is the fifth in a series of similar showings at the Octagon. The large photographs and detailed plans of hospitals of diversified types provide an opportunity for both architect and layman to see a broad sampling of outstanding new work. Through the publicity and visitors to these exhibitions the selected projects have received considerable attention. Once the entire exhibition was taken by the United States Information Agency for circulation in Europe. Last year, through the interest of the Public Health Service, a group of the designs was sent for further display to Atlanta, Georgia.

There is proven value in such an established series of exhibitions which consistently brings forward a high standard of design in a specialized field. It serves as an inspiration to architects and clients alike.

An Exhibit at the Octagon Gallery, February, 1960
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Addition to Prince George's Hospital, first floor plan above, second, third and fourth floor plan below.
Addition to
Prince George's Hospital, Cheverly, Maryland

Faulkner,
Kingsbury and
Stenhouse,
Architects,
Washington, D. C.
St. Ansar Hospital

Third floor plan above,

fourth floor plan below
St. Ansgar Hospital, Moorhead, Minnesota

Bettenburg,
Townsend,
Stolte and Comb,
Architects,
St. Paul, Minnesota
Walton County Hospital

First floor plan above,
ground floor plan at left
Walton County Hospital, Monroe, Georgia

Abreu and Robeson, Inc., Architects, Atlanta, Georgia
Warren Hospital,

First floor plan above, second floor plan below
Warren Hospital, Phillipsburg, New Jersey

Frederick G. Frost Associates, Architects, New York City
Clement Research Unit, Clover Bottom Homes, Donelson, Tennessee

Taylor and Crabtree, Architects, Nashville, Tennessee
Wadley Hospital, Texarkana, Texas

Page, Southerland and Page, Architects, Austin, Texas
University of Washington Teaching Hospital, second floor plan above, third and fourth floor plans below
University of Washington Teaching Hospital, Seattle, Washington

Naramore, Bain, Brady and Johanson—McClelland and Jones, Associated Architects, Seattle, Washington
Susie Parker Stringfellow Memorial Hospital, (30 Bed Geriatric Hospital) floor plan
Susie Parker Stringfellow Memorial Hospital, Anniston, Alabama

Van Keuren, Davis and Company, Architects, Birmingham, Alabama
Addition to
Wilmington General Hospital

First floor plan above,
surgical suite at right,
Patient's Room and
Radiology below
Addition to
Wilmington
General
Hospital,
Wilmington,
Delaware

Whiteside,
Moeckel and
Carbonell,
Architects,
Wilmington,
Delaware
Good Samaritan Home for the Aged

Entrance level plan above,

bedroom level plan below
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Good Samaritan Home for the Aged, St. Louis, Missouri

Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum, Inc., Architects, St. Louis, Missouri
Miscricordia Hospital, first floor plan above, fourth floor plan below
Misericordia Hospital, New York City

Kiff,
Colean,
Voss and
Souder,
The Office of
York and Sawyer,
Architects,
New York City
HOSPITALS

St. Joseph's Hospital, South Bend, Indiana

Schmidt, Garden and Erikson, Architects, Chicago, Illinois
We present the first of a series, which will appear more or less monthly, by our new columnist, Neoscopos. We hope he will rapidly acquire the regular readers we feel he deserves. Comments from such readers will be welcomed by both the anonymous author and the Editor.

Among the varied consolations of an architectural practice in a median town — one long since too large for a village, but still happily too small by some margin to qualify for an individualized representation of yellow field with black streets on a service station map — is that there are enough of one’s colleagues around to occasion a fairly regular shop-talk lunch. And so it seems to have evolved, because one had to give precedence to the formal noonday good works of Rotary on Monday and Lions on Tuesday and Kiwanis on Wednesday and almost everyone had at some time seen fit to cast in his lot with one or another of those eleemosynary sodalities, that Thursday became the day of the architects’ tacitly agreed, quite unofficial but surprisingly consistent luncheon club. Actually the physical circumstances were never, even from the first, overly propitious — one of the sad liabilities of our scale of betwixt- and-between size of town can only too easily be complete and utter failure in the gustatory field — but a large table, relatively sequestered in a subdued corner of the stained oak Men’s Bar of one of the local restaurant-grilles, apparently exercised no significant magnetism upon the higher-pressured grey flannel types frequenting the town streets in ever increasing numbers during the midday hour, and so came by default to be regarded as our preserve: We were left to argue our beloved architecture to our hearts’ content.

It must be nearly six years now, since the ingress of separate and distinguishable architectural offices into our town reached a number sufficient to engender this sort of good fellowship. In those years, naturally, faces have changed; offices have opened and prospered, offices have dwindled and closed. Offices have grown too big for the town and moved to the city, architects have retired, called it quits for some other line, or just up and died. The membership of the luncheon group has shifted accordingly, improved and deteriorated. As a consequence there would seem a reasonable doubt whether its colloquies have been worth preserving from the first, and in any case it occurred to no one six or seven years ago to bring a tape recorder to the first casual lunch — if we were beginning today, I am not so sure, all the offices seem so superbly mechanized now. But we have numbered among us some prodigious talkers, old-style string-tie orators and new-day psychometrist con men, compulsive fountains and repressed volcanos, legendary pants-charmers from the Helen Hokin-son circuit and raffish street-corner haranguers more to the taste of a George Price cartoon. And it may safely be posited, whenever anything of interest has transpired in the architects’ world, some one of our confraternity will know about it or have been somehow involved with it, and will have an opinion to express on it; and two or three others will have voluble opinions to express as well, whether they know anything about it or not it sometimes seems.

Now through most of this oral luxuriance my friends find I have little to say, and indeed less and less as the years go by; though compared to my habitual reserve in public places, my luncheons are little short of loquacious. But more and more I find myself content to let the world wag; indeed, it is not my own motivation that
has been primary in persuading me to set our verbal pearls down in writing either, but just these voluble colleagues of mine: as though they felt their judgments and speculations deserved not a mere mechanical recording, but preservation by a more rare and humanistic hand. My diffidence lingered, dissolving only slowly; until one day, I seemed to see myself in capsule in prose a quarter-millenium old:

"Thus I live in the world, rather a Spectator of Mankind than as one of the species. ... I am very well versed in the theory ... and can discern the errors in the economy, business and diversion of others, better than those who are engaged in them; as standers-by discover blots which are apt to escape those who are in the game...."

"I [shall] give the reader just so much of my history and character as to let him see I am not altogether unqualified for the business I have undertaken. As for other particulars in my life and adventures, I shall insert them in following papers, as I shall see occasion. In the meantime, when I consider how much I have seen, read and heard, I begin to blame my own taciturnity; and since I have neither time nor inclination to communicate the fulness of my heart in speech, I am resolved to do it in writing. ... I have been often told by my friends that it is pity so many useful discoveries which I have made, should be in the possession of a silent man. For this reason, therefore, I shall publish a sheet-full of thoughts ... for the benefit of my contemporaries; and if I can any way contribute to the diversion or improvement of the country in which I live, I shall leave it, when I am summoned out of it, with the secret satisfaction of thinking that I have not lived in vain."

And so here am I embarked, at my co-professionals' request; though at what interval, I prefer not to guarantee. And now singly it is time to present our members, their names and natures; or perhaps I should start with myself. But once again my modesty looks to its classic model for an excuse:

"There are three very material points which I have not spoken to in this paper, and which, for several important reasons, I must keep to myself, at least for some time: I mean, an account of my name, my age and my lodgings. I must confess I would gratify my reader in anything that is reasonable; but as for these three particulars, though I am sensible they might tend very much to the embellishment of my paper, I cannot yet come to a resolution of communicating them to the public. They would indeed draw me out of that obscurity which I have enjoyed for many years, and expose me in public places to several [attentions if not attacks] which [could only] always be very disagreeable to me."

For the rest, it might be felt prejudicial to name anyone first, even primus inter pares, so highly do we all value each and every other one's activity; but in one sense at least, habitually earliest to arrive and thus at the head of the table is Fred. In early middle life as are most of us, he has in recent years blossomed professionally, his basic soundness and personal warmth and interest fusing happily to recommend him for a variety of relatively large and interesting commissions, educational, religious and public. But all was not always so roseate: years of marginal practice after licensing, and yet sterner trials of spirit in the formative period, mingled long and often drowned in deep hazy doubts of any artistic destiny at all. Those days now firmly, securely past; and yet, of us all probably truest still to the functional faith of our school days, he reserves an honored niche both on his bookshelves and in his thinking for "Space, Time and Architecture." (There are others among us who wonder if this may possibly be because he has never actually talked to Giedion.)

A second, neither so punctual nor so successful, but one of intesncest concern is Burton. For him it was not fifteen years with the wrong woman, but with the wrong vocation: and a profitable, and not undistinguished, career in advertising has been equably resigned in favor of architectural school and apprenticeship for licensing. Now a minimum practice, a few residential commissions plus an occasional exhibitionist collaboration where the years misspent on the well-known Avenue may prove particularly helpful in opening doors and accounts: slim pickings, but the fire of resolve burns higher than ever five years and more after the break. Here is devotion, in detail and in deliberation, to the ideals of the architect as artist and as prophet, to which too many of us others feel we can afford to subscribe only in our subconscious norms and reflexes. For Burt, the morality of architecture is primary; the whole world has been relinquished, and the stakes were high. There will be no time-serving, no compromise, now. True that the "Seven Lamps of Architecture" have gleamed for more than a hundred years, for him they shine not less urgently today.

Born into the same World War I world, trained and tempted through the same ferment of the thirties, schoolfellow of several others often
around the oaken table, Tom seems the darling of architectural destiny. Brilliant, facile, perceptive, imaginative, he is also dynamic, ambitious, and thoroughly bright. All prospers for him, as in fact it should: his office is not by other standards large, but ever busy; each commission he undertakes still bears the impress of his personal concern and his personal solution. Already he is not only the critics' cynosure, but the rallying point of a movement. Rational and articulate, serenely confident of his course and direction, he draws for speech and writing from a copious shelf on which stands prominent "The Architecture of Humanism".

One younger by a decade has joined us in recent years: Frank, whom we welcome and watch with a fascination as though he were our own son. For his story is such that he has been instructed as a schoolboy in the faiths and the values we were helping as Young Turks to hammer out in practice ten and fifteen years ago: Where he stumbles or strays, we cannot blame it on outmoded or transitional training. Only a few years out of school, he is not as of this writing licensed; we sometimes wonder, between his obvious talents and his undeniable armor-chinks, whether he may not be heading for a silly tumble.

But Frank is unquestionably charming, and gifted, and capable, not only in others' offices but already in small works on his own: He will go far. We could not be less than pleased at his company, as he seems also at all of ours; though he would not deny his preference for the sparkling controlled balance of Tom's architectural expressions. In his reading too, Frank has drunk deep of Geoffrey Scott; but he has further updated him with liberal drafts of Philip Johnson's "Seven Crutches of Modern Architecture". Ah, the cynicism of the young! One wonders how they have had time to become so promptly over-wise in so many directions.

There will be others, from time to time, who come and go; our median town plays host to visitors from many climes, and there are other men, even other offices whose principals may pause to join us on occasion. But we are the habitues; and so what I may in coming months impart can but reflect the atmosphere, the ambience of one or more of our small world. As for myself, one last note: If I should be asked to cite a text at lunch as I have just asked the others, I think that it would be that transcendent autobiography that demands of us again and again, "Our demonstrations shall be so broad as to admit of no exceptions."

---

**STUDENT Subscription RATE**

Effective immediately, Student Subscriptions to the *Journal* will be $2.00, instead of $1.50. Existing subscriptions at the old rate will of course be continued until their expiration.

---

**Journal Index**

The index for Volume XXXII of the *Journal* will be ready soon, and will be mailed to all libraries, universities, colleges and schools of architecture which receive the magazine. It will also be bound into all volumes bound by the *Journal's* binding service. Copies will be sent to all others upon request.

---
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AIA at KU
by John N. Pap, Kansas University

The Student Chapter, AIA, at the University of Kansas has been in existence since 1947 and has since that time played, in varying degrees, an active part in the architectural program at K.U. The Chapter is a part of the campus whose rapidly increasing enrollment is now near 9,000. More specifically, its 63 members are from an architectural department of 276 students. As current president of this Student Chapter I appreciate the opportunity to present some of the work not only of our Chapter but of our department in general.

In design, as well as in other courses, competition within each class is strong. However, it is felt that the greatest progress is made when an individual treats each new problem as a competition against his last effort.

Each Spring these “best efforts” are displayed in the Student Union as an Arts of Architecture show. It is sponsored and assembled by our Student AIA Chapter. The entries are judged and prizes from the Kansas City and Kansas Chapters, AIA, are awarded. The awards, along with others, are presented at an Awards Banquet later in the spring. The banquet is followed by a dance also sponsored by our Student Chapter.

These events, plus occasional movies and guest speakers, comprise a large portion of our Student Chapter activities. They have been interesting and worthwhile additions to our curriculum in the past. We hope to be able to expand these services in the future.

AFFENSATTEL

The photos show a project of departmental scale which was completed last spring. Through a grant from the Douglas Fir Plywood Association to Prof. W. Strode (arch. eng.) and Prof. D. Dean (civ. eng.), and with the students of our department furnishing the labor force, an Affensattel or monkey saddle was erected on the campus near the engineering building.

The structure is supported by three concrete piers which receive forces from the six tapered 3"x12" edge members. The ½" warped surface membrane is made of single layer plywood held together with a 4-inch wide sheet metal strip glued to both top and bottom of all the butted joints.

The area under the structure is a very pleasing hexagon of 50' diameter. This space was used, immediately after completion, to shelter the architectural display in the Engineering Exposition and we have hopes of utilizing it as such again this year.

Optimists have ventured many other uses for the shell, such as an Engineering and Architecture Lounge, as meeting and club rooms, or as a browsing library. However, in late spring or sometime during the summer session, the structure will be extensively tested until failure.
U. S. EMBASSY

A proposed American Embassy in Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan, represents a problem of a more complex nature. The objective was stated as follows: Within the limits of the problem the student is expected to provide solutions for the problems of furnishings and mechanical equipment as well as the problems of space-form, orientation, structure and materials in the design of a government building.

The solution presented is the work of Eugene Davis in Design VI. An extensive explanation is not within the scope of this article but research revealed that the only building material which would not have to be flown in was readily available—concrete, hence the pre-cast forms.

PRIMITIVE HOUSING

The problem was to pick a tribe or group of primitive people from anywhere, preferably in their earliest recorded existence. Their exact location, environment, means of existence, type of shelter construction, and any other data influencing their shelter was to be summarized in a brief essay. This essay became part of the presentation along with a section, plan, and eventually a model.

One photo shows a model by Max Schardein illustrating the Ifugaw tribe from the extreme northern Phillipine Islands. An interesting aspect is that the accurately fitted members could be dismantled, moved, and re-erected in one day. (Would this be a fore-runner or the ultimate end of our present-day prefabrication?) The other photo is of an Indian culture from Northern Arizona and New Mexico and has no particular significance except that it is the writer's.

The problem has proven to be very useful in forming habits for preliminary research and problem analysis in relation to structure.
At intervals, over the years, the question of unauthorized use of an architect's design is raised. We discussed it at some length in the AIA Journal for December 1954. The question of copyright was considered, based upon an authoritative article by Arthur S. Katz in an issue of "Law and Contemporary Problems" issued by the School of Law of Duke University. A reading of this article is recommended to any architect interested in considering the use of copyright as protection.

This problem seems to be naturally limited to designs of small or moderate sized single houses. A recent case is considered in the July-August 1959 issue of Oculus issued by the New York Chapter of the AIA. The architect sued to recover fees for repeated use of designs of a private house without the consent of the architect.

The architect is reported to have been unable to show how the plans were obtained by the persons who used them. It also appeared that his agreement with his client did not state that the documents were "instruments of service" and the property of the architect. It appears that the AIA Standard Form of Agreement between Architect and Owner had not been used, for these facts are clearly stated in all AIA Agreement Forms. The client, in such cases, is clearly restrained from any further use of the architect's plans without his consent. The terms of Article 7, Ownership of Drawings, of the Standard General Conditions if used in the client's contract with his contractor will similarly control unauthorized action by the contractor. In both cases, however, as in the case referred to in the Oculus (Tumey v Little, N. Y. Law Journal April 10, 1959), how the documents were obtained by the unauthorized user may be difficult to show.

A third party, neither the original owner nor the contractor, would not be bound as they would be if AIA Standard Forms had been used. Legal "publication" of the design may be held to have been effected by filing of the plans with the Building Department, as well as by the actual construction of the house. Use of the plans by a third party might well be affected by a local registration law requiring that the designs be signed by the architect which is unfortunately by no means a general requirement.

Even if the plans had been formally copyrighted, conditions might exist to vitiate the protection sought, as indicated in Mr. Katz' article referred to above. It is stated that it is the copying of the plans that would constitute infringement of the copyright. If the house could be built without the use of any plans that would not be held to be infringement of the copyright and to secure the somewhat limited protection from copyright, the architect must carefully follow the technical requirements involved in the copyright procedure. However, the copyright procedure has been successful in an actual case (Cliff May et al. v Wm. M. Bray et al. Jan. 12, 1955 Dist. Court So. Dist. Calif.) in which the architect's copyright of his design was held to be infringed by the defendant who had constructed a number of houses from plans shown to be substantial copies of the copyrighted design.

The Court enjoined the defendant from further use of the plans and from constructing houses according to such designs, and ordered all copies of such plans to be delivered to the Clerk of the Court for cancellation and destruction.

The case cited in Oculus once more brings this problem up for consideration. Architects working in the small house field may well find it worth while to give it careful consideration.
SOME THOUGHTS ON "ARCHITECTS-IN-TRAINING"

GEORGE F. PIERCE, JR., AIA

During the past four years it has been my privilege to have served as a regional representative of the AIA Chapter Affairs Committee. One of my pleasures, and also my concerns, during this time has been to observe from close hand the inception and development of the AIA Architect-In-Training Program, both as a national picture and also in an AIA chapter in my own Texas Region. I would like to share some of my thoughts with you because I believe it is one of the most important basic and long-range activities which we can encourage in the interest of the Institute and the architectural profession.

Actually not a specific intent, but what has developed as a very important result of the Architect-In-Training program is the help and orientation of unlicensed degree-holders toward state registration, and also of great importance, the development of a more positive affiliation between this group of young men and the AIA. The idea of the Architect-In-Training program was conceived and developed by the AIA Education Committee and the Department of Education and Research at the Octagon, and was based on Board-Approved Recommendations R-30 and R-31 of the Commission for the Survey of Education and Registration. After an early trial run in a couple of states, the program was revised and perfected and two years ago made available to the entire country. The Chapter Affairs Committee was requested to push the program at the regional and chapter levels and to make the Institute membership aware of its importance to the health of the profession.

The Architect-In-Training Program is well planned, easy to understand and simple to put into operation. In essence, the candidate for registration is given a pattern for completing the required experience in practicing architects' offices, and a comprehensive and simple method of recording it. He "enrolls" in the Program either by writing directly to the Octagon or to the local AIA chapter nearest him. Accredited schools of architecture are aware of the program and are cooperating by informing their students of its existence and advantages. In some cases the schools are arranging for the class to enroll at graduation. However, if the program is to be successful, the individual AIA chapters must carry the responsibility of reaching and enrolling the eligible candidates. The chapters are best able to direct the individual candidate in his in-service-education since all states are not yet alike in their licensing requirements.

After registration in the Architect-In-Training program, the trainee receives a handsomely bound "Log Book" in which his types of office experience are recorded and then verified by his employer. A "Log Book Supplement" is also presented to the applicant. It contains many items of information valuable to a would-be architect. Both are in loose-leaf form and the material will be supplemented from the Octagon as occasions arise.

Individual AIA chapters can accomplish much for themselves, their membership and the profession by actively encouraging and pushing the Architect-In-Training Program. A chapter can be of very great assistance to the enrollees in the Program by assisting them in the satisfactory fulfillment of their prime ambitions. It can take great steps toward strengthening the Institute by attracting serious, well-trained new members. It can, by developing this important activity, materially raise the standards of the profession. Through committee assignments, it can give chapter members a worthy goal of improving their own background while assisting younger people to reach higher levels of professional development.

Experience has proven that the candidates really need only to be shown how to help themselves. This can be done by compiling bibliographies of pertinent material for study, by advising on state and NCARB registration requirements, and by conducting seminars in fields of interest directly related to their current needs. The chapter committee can acquaint the candidates with established practicing architects who will advise them and serve as proper examples. The program can show the academically-trained enrollee the other skills and techniques valuable to the practicing architect, while affording the office-trained applicant (who may be without formal education in architecture), the opportunities to widen his horizons through history, engineering and other fascinating subjects. As singularly important as any other feature, the chapter, through such a program, can keep in touch with the candidates and draw them logically into the profession and the Institute.

It has been my pleasure to observe how one chapter in particular has handled the Architect-In-
Training Program during 1958 and 1959 in a very successful and gratifying way. With the real hope that other chapters and Institute members will be interested and will benefit in developing their own programs, I would like to relate the experiences of the Fort Worth Chapter initiated, I am proud to say, by their Chapter Affairs Committee Chairman, the late Hubert Crane, and also their Education Committee Chairman, George W. Shupee.

Under the direction of these two capable and dedicated gentlemen, the following objectives were adopted:

1. To assist capable men to prepare for the examination for architectural registration in Texas.
2. To make youngsters feel a part of the profession (an answer to the recurring question, "What can the AIA do for me?").
3. To bring the students and sponsors together and accomplish the stimulation of both.
4. To afford the Fort Worth Chapter a worthy project of which it could be proud.

A start toward accomplishing these objectives was made by placing an announcement in the drafting rooms of all chapter members. This method reached and sought out the type of men for which the program was designed. The chapter did not wait for these individuals to seek it. The response was most encouraging.

Next, a canvass of chapter members was made and a list of men, agreeable to serve as sponsors, was compiled. Monthly meetings were scheduled, programs of lectures, round table discussions, and “dry run examinations” were conducted. Special classes in techniques of presentation were organized on a weekly basis and were enthusiastically attended. The chapter committee obtained a list of books for special study from the office of the state registration board and made volumes available to the candidates by soliciting gifts to the public library. The Fort Worth Art Association’s help was enlisted through the use of its auditorium for meetings. An anthology of typical questions on registration examinations was obtained from the NCARB. The Fort Worth Chapter paid the five dollar registration fee in the Architect-In-Training Program for every one of the candidates.

After one year of operation of the program, the Architect-In-Training Committee of the Fort Worth Chapter recently took stock of the results. First of all, the attendance and interest was continuing in an unrelenting and gratifying manner. New subjects for lectures were constantly being suggested by both chapter members and trainees. Classes and “dry run” examinations on registration subjects were very popular. The round table discussions with practicing architects or engineers seemed to be most appealing to the candidate. More help in structural design, history and site planning was specifically requested.

In his report of the year’s activities and recommendations to other chapters interested in instituting their own program, Hubert Crane carefully pointed out that each chapter must endeavor to suit the needs of its particular group of candidates. To be successful, he believed the chapter must have at least one dedicated member “with a low regard for his own time.” My question is, “How could time be invested more wisely in one’s profession?”

Certainly another important feature which must not be overlooked is that chapter cooperation and participation is mandatory. However, this can be accomplished with thorough and thoughtful planning, as was done so well at Fort Worth. Philip Creer, Director of the Department of Architecture at the University of Texas, has called Hubert Crane “the Babe Ruth of post graduate architectural education” in Texas, and rightly so!

Other areas of the country have also been showing a growing interest in the Architect-In-Training idea, and it is clear that the potential benefit is almost unlimited. Over eighty chapters are presently listed on the Octagon’s records as having a chapter program under way, or at least having trainees enrolled from their area. Members of the Columbus Chapter have assumed individual responsibility for graduates of Ohio State University, paying their enrollment fee. Similarly, the Utah Chapter has sponsored graduates of the University of Utah. The Houston Chapter formed a special “Architect-In-Training Committee” and has a well-organized program under way under the leadership of Stayton Nunn, Sr. All these are really fine examples for other chapters to follow.

The president of the AIA Student Chapter at the University of Illinois wrote the Institute expressing the need for a practicing architect to come and help them sell the program to the students. This young man wanted to have the 1959 class automatically enrolled on graduation. He wrote that the student chapter is willing to work to pay part of the cost. Apparently they were not receiving proper encouragement and help from the nearby AIA Chapter. What a fine opportunity we are missing!

AIA President, John Richards, calls the Architect-In-Training Program “Our version of medical internship.” We have the way set up for us, let’s enlist the unlimited means of every chapter!
Beckoning me the other day, I found on my desk the recent book of reproductions of Frank Lloyd Wright’s original drawings and sketches—"Drawings for a Living Architecture." This had been sent up by our omniscient and considerate Librarian, George Pettengill, who looks after my improvement whenever the occasion arises, which is frequent.

To those of you who may not have seen the book, I strongly recommend that you buy, beg or borrow a copy—even steal it—for in these days when we are surfeited with architectural renderings all of a kind, (in fact, American architecture seems to have become all of a kind) the extraordinary beauty that Wright gave the presentation of his concepts is not only inspiring but a welcome relief from the endless procession of opaque nineteenth century panorama-like perspectives put out by offices all over the land. It is also a relief from the so clever, rough, scratchy, indications of first thoughts that look as if they had been done on a stucco wall with the fireplace poker when the cocktail party had reached its intellectual zenith. A lot of us, especially those with natural or developed talent, admire and respect good drawing for its own sake. I could not help but think just how much more successfully these beautiful drawings of Wright’s convey the real man, the real genius, and the great artist than do his writings, his spoken words or do even sometimes his buildings. The world is much the poorer because his buildings could not always have been carried out in the material promised by the presentation.

Though not illustrated in the book, we are told that the Guggenheim Museum had to be built of stuff which is a sad substitute for the noble materials Frank Lloyd Wright had in mind and which would have saved it from the rather dreary controversy to which it is subjected. Appropriate materials might well have lifted it to an eminence where no one with appreciation of beauty would dispute success of the accomplishment.

Wright’s joyful presentations are definitely dated which, to one of nostalgic temperament, is a happy fault. Few, if any, artists today can achieve the mastery of the line and light wash that flourished in the period of Aubrey Beardsley and began even earlier. Frank Lloyd Wright’s perspective for the Larkin Building for instance has a noticeable Beardsley quality. It is that ethereal yet solidly founded sort of rendering to which many engaged in architectural pursuit have striven to accomplish only to find that the attainment of so seemingly simple an art is not easy. So the inclination to adopt the more mechanical means becomes too persuasive. I could never achieve the quality of drawing and water coloring and crayon work that was my ambition—an ambition which has been fully realized by Mr. Wright in his deceptively delicate colored drawings.

Here we can see what he was really striving for. One wonders why he bothered to talk or write for in both of these fields of self-presentation he was confusing, irritating and sometimes purposefully insulting. To me his lectures always seemed ill-organized and inconclusive with his incessant harping on “organic architecture,” a phrase the meaning of which when described by him could be both vague and elastic. But then he thought not as a writer or lecturer, but as an artist. So although his oratory and writing are strangely unconvincing, his drawings are not for they have a great and spiritual conviction which sometimes seems to have gotten lost in the process of being transferred to actual structure.

It is fun to make beautiful architectural drawings or even to try to do so. It is an art that should be encouraged as fascinating and disciplinary. Architectural drawing as an art is callously overlooked. Whether or not Piranesi ever built anything is of scant consequence. The fact that he inspired generations of architects is important.

To return to Mr. Wright for the moment, of course there is an unreality about his architectural drawings. No trees or flowers in nature ever looked
like those which set off his perspectives, and which contribute clues to his aspirations. But who cares when his message has been so beautifully and successfully conveyed?

Now the attainment of the perfect and beautiful building is something else again. We wonder whether architectural renderings and the making of beautiful perspectives should not be acknowledged as a separate art in itself, somewhat apart from architecture. The beautiful perspective can be made for the architect's own pleasure and for the inspiration that it might give others. But perhaps we should be factual, almost cruel, when we set out to tell the laity what the building is really to look like.

There was a maker of architectural perspectives who flourished—a word used advisedly—in the early part of this century. His renderings were painfully accurate, superrealistic one might almost say. They were harsh, brutal, unlovely, tasteless and sometimes downright hideous as pictures. They told the truth and if the beauty of the architect's conception showed through the treatment it received at the hands of that brutal renderer, the client could be reasonably certain that he was going to have a very beautiful building.

It is suggested that in competitions it should be required that all the perspectives be made by the same artist and that the artist be one of the persuasion just referred to. The presentation certainly would not beguile the jury or fool a layman. However, it would make it very easy to determine which one of the submissions really had the greatest architectural merit. Those renderings of our candid friend were painfully accurate. The bricks were red—Pennsylvania Dutch red—the limestone base was just that, the windows reflected the dreariness of the probable entourage. The sky was brutally blue with just enough indication of cloud to convince the client that weather was still with us—and the automobiles and trolley cars were unmistakable as to vintage and destination.

We have all fallen victim to the lovely rendering. I had a lesson when I was a young practitioner. I had designed a country house for the son of a wealthy man—the father was paying all the bills. In order to impress the old gentleman, I engaged a local renderer of considerable talent. The drawings I took to my client's father were really works of art; they were black and white, but so fetching through the skilful use of a pencil that the father, who was experienced as a client having built some half-dozen buildings of various sizes in his life and having known architects well (I am glad to report he never built a building without an architect) held my drawings up to show his son and said "See all these lovely soft lines on the roof, see the delicate shading, the wonderful technique; well, son, your roof is not going to look like that at all, it is just going to look like a collection of slate; however, we will overlook this charming attempt to bewitch us and go ahead with the job." That house was built in the days when craftsmen were to be found on the site as well as in the drafting room. The job did end up well and the slate roof was not as harsh as the old gentleman had predicted it would be. But the house and the rendering were not one.

At a recent exhibition of governmental buildings held in the Octagon Gallery the similarity of the renderings was quite marked. Although I imagine the drawings were made in the architects' home offices it seemed as if one artist had flown furiously about the country with his kit of tempera to dash off the whole series. However it was done, one has to admit that this genius or his school can make a glass and skin job look almost fetching on paper.

Though it ill behooves me to venture a critical comment on contemporary mass commercial building production, one gets the impression that all a designer needs nowadays to fill in the borders of Main Street with passable buildings is a drawing board, T-square, triangle and Sweet's catalogue—architecture by the numbers.

It is of a piece with guided painting for the Sunday artist—you know the stretched canvas, the laid-out picture, each bit to take on color is numbered carefully so that the painter need only exercise his ingenuity to the extent of finding the corresponding number on the palette. He can scarcely miss. Today the architect can avail himself of somewhat similar surefire assistance. He can, however, I suppose, get his numbers confused and play havoc with the financial picture.

So it is with relief and encouragement that we turn to Frank Lloyd Wright's book and also to the many architects both here and abroad who search for and who have already developed new and thrilling forms and who, like their illustrious antecedents, will recapture for architecture that priceless quality — beauty.
TWO REFERENCE BOOKS

Just as every good architectural office will have a few books which are constantly referred to—such as a "Sweet's Catalog," an "Architectural Graphic Standards," a local building code, so also a library must have a collection of reference books constantly at hand to enable the staff to answer a large proportion of questions rapidly. The AIA Library has such a section—actually in large part non-architectural—to answer the numerous questions that come in from the staff and others during the course of a day's work.

Two recent additions received within the last week seem important enough to warrant a special notice. One is the first volume of fifteen of the "Encyclopedia of World Art" published in this country by the McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. This is issued in Italy by the Istituto per la Collaborazione Culturale, under the title "Enciclopedia Universale dell'Arte." The work has an International Council of Scholars, numbering among its architect members Alvar Aalto, Walter Gropius, and Pier Luigi Nervi. The contributors in the first volume alone represent some nineteen different countries.

Although in general the English language edition corresponds to the Italian, which is the original, certain changes have been made: A considerable number of cross references have been added; some 300 separate short biographies and an extensive article on Art in the Americas with new text by American authorities have been included.

This first volume covers fifty-eight subjects from Aalto to Asia Minor in 450 double-column pages. Many of the topics are treated at great length and are really a collection of shorter articles. For example under "Americas: Art since Columbus," there are a half-dozen major topics, with a total of twelve contributors. The author of the section on American architecture is Henry-Russell Hitchcock.

The author of the major article on Architecture is the Italian critic Bruno Zevi. Appended to the article is a bibliography of nearly eighteen columns. In its closely spaced small type it is rather formidable but it is indicative of the importance that has been attached to bibliographies and the resulting value of the set as a starting point for research.

Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the set is the wealth of illustration. This volume contains 542 plates of which 98 are in full color. The plates are arranged by topic following the same order as the text. Indicative of the wide variety of approach is a plate showing six views of the Kaufmann house by Neutra in the Arizona desert, under various light and weather conditions. The result is startling indeed.

Although a final critical opinion must await use and the verdict of qualified critics, first impressions of this volume are most decidedly favorable and the succeeding volumes are anticipated with keen interest. It should be noted that volume fifteen scheduled for 1963, is promised to contain a detailed index, which will make available the wealth of material contained in the longer articles.

The other volume of more limited general appeal but of great potential value to librarians and scholars is "Guide to Art Reference Books" by Mary W. Chamberlain, librarian, of the Fine Arts Library at Columbia University. This is published by the American Library Association. Its purpose is stated as follows: "It is the intention of this book to do what has not yet been done in the English-speaking world: to organize systematically and to evaluate the vast and ever-growing literature of art history — the basic reference tools as well as the resources for the most advanced research." There are some 2500 entries ranging from the earliest books on art printed to the Encyclopedia above (an announcement of its intended publication). All types of literature are included—handbooks, ready-reference works, encyclopedias, and the rarer sources of highly specialized information. Subjects covered are architecture, painting, sculpture, prints and engravings, drawings, and the applied arts. Among the peripheral fields omitted are city planning, interior decoration, landscape gardening and photography.

An appendix contains descriptions of some 75 special collections and art research libraries in the United States and Western Europe. The author has had the advice of several scholars who have read sections of the manuscript.

G.E.P.
Manual of Hospital Planning Procedures. 72 pp. 6" x 9". Chicago: 1959: American Hospital Association*  
This booklet should be in the hands of every architect before he undertakes a hospital project, and it should be read and re-read by every hospital administrator, trustee and building committee member before and during the establishment or expansion of their hospital facilities. It is concise and complete. The format is attractive, but readability would have been improved by use of a larger type or a two-column page. Since the subject-matter may change while this edition is still available, it would have been wise to give greater prominence to the date of publication.

As stated in the foreword, "The intent of the authors is to present a comprehensive guide for planning, organization and financing involved in almost any type of developmental program." The manual itself is an excellent example of the results of the kind of cooperative endeavor recommended for hospital planning procedures. The AIA committee which wrote it assigned several important chapters to AIA members Kiff, Wheeler & Cutler, Clifford Wolfe, AIA, then associated with AHA, also prepared a section. The complete job took about five years.

Some valuable information, especially to those who must accept the responsibilities of owner, is given in Appendix B. This was prepared by the Subcommittee on Architectural Contracts of the Council on Hospital Planning and Plant Operation of the Massachusetts Hospital Association. The discussion of the architectural contract apparently was not based upon the newer forms published by the AIA, but most of the advice given is sound.

In the chapter dealing with the responsibilities of members of the team, it is stated that "The architect is responsible for the structural, mechanical, electrical and other engineering." This is sound, but later it is stated that "The owner may wish to retain the right to approve or reject those selected." We might also quarrel with the statement: "When an interior decorator or an equipment specialist is desired, he is usually retained by the owner to whom he is responsible."

In connection with the chapter on modernization, mention of the suitability of cost-plus-fee contracts might have been mentioned, and the method of selecting the contractor for such a contract explained.

These criticisms are all minor. Such a guide as this manual probably was needed more acutely in the hospital field than any other. When the usefulness of this manual has been demonstrated, however, a similar publication might well be developed for school buildings. In the meantime, much of value in the "Manual of Hospital Planning Procedures" may be applied to school building projects. Nevertheless the owner's responsibilities are divided between a number of individuals, a clear statement of how they are divided is essential. C.H.C.


In her book, Edna Nicholson makes a good case for coordinating the services of homes for handicapped and homes for the aged with the general hospital serving the area. This may be accomplished by:

1 physical amalgamation
2 combined administration
3 working agreements

By the first means, the homes become essentially departments of the hospital—perhaps using specified areas, certain floors, one or more wings, or separate or attached buildings in the general hospital group. By the second means, the management of the homes may be directed by the top management of the hospital or the management may be combined. By the third means, the homes may be independent, but have arrangements for the hospital to furnish diagnoses and treatments to patients in the homes.

Having the homes under the same roof as the hospital is most efficient, but some patients in the homes prefer not to be in a hospital. Furthermore, it is difficult to develop a homelike atmosphere in a large institution. On the other hand, since many a patient should be examined by the hospital staff before admission to a home, since the examining doctor should follow the case, and since the patient should be moved from one building to another as little as possible, both physical amalgamation and combined administration are highly desirable.

In opposition to Miss Nicholson's view, it should be pointed out that hospital service is generally much more expensive than that furnished by homes for the aged and homes for the handicapped.

Miss Nicholson points out that homes for the handicapped and homes for the aged have much in common. While there are some homes for healthy old people, most of the old people in homes are handicapped—mostly by chronic disease—and as they grow older, most of the healthy aged become chronically ill. Miss Nicholson does not deal with housing for old people who need no special care.

The book contains much useful data. It is difficult reading, partly because of repetition.

In Part II, Miss Nicholson advises concerning preliminary planning, and in Part III and Part IV, she discusses how to work with an architect, criteria, details and costs. An interesting table indicates that only 13% of patients (or their families) are able to pay nothing for their long-term care, and that nearly half are able to pay the cost of reasonable care. C.H.C.
The Stones of Florence. By Mary McCarthy. 130 pp. 140 plates. 8½"x11". New York: 1959: Harcourt, Brace & Co. $15.00

“The Florentines, in fact, invented the Renaissance, which is the same as saying that they invented the modern world—not, of course, an unmixed good.” Miss McCarthy, Vassar graduate, novelist, essayist, and now, art historian, has produced an absorbing and beautiful book which is not only art history but criticism, social and political history and witty and scholarly evaluation, all rolled into one.

Don’t be misled by its Ruskinian title, this book is no blind paean of praise, but a tough sizing up of the good and bad of Florence and the Florentines, ancient and modern, illustrated with very beautiful photographs made specially for the book by Evelyn Hofer.

The story opens with the Florence of today, an excessively hot and dull city which tourists would rather shun—all you can see there is the originals of paintings and architecture too familiar since childhood from schoolroom photographs. The streets are crowded and insufferably noisy, there are no smart sidewalk cafes and there is no night life. Furthermore, the natives are indifferent and uncommunicative to tourists, they offer no assistance—“the monuments are there, let the foreigners find them.” So much the better for the lover of what the City of the Lily has to offer, those who love to linger in the cool shadows of Santa Croce or the Bargello, without being pestered by sacristan, guide or beggar.

Miss McCarthy tells of Michelangelo and Donatello, their backgrounds, their lives and their works. Her occasional caustic comments on their art will give readers who know it either delight or dismay—such as her reference to the four “famous, somewhat ruberry” figures that adorn the Medici tombs. She tells of the Ponte Santa Trinita, its wartime destruction and later rebuilding; she tells of Nazi mines left in the villas of Fiesole, hidden in a garden lemon tree or a book in the library; she tells of the vivid political life of the city in medieval and early Renaissance times. She tells of the discovery of the laws of perspective by Brunelleschi and their development by Uccello and later painters; she credits Florence with a long list of “firsts”: they built the first great dome since antiquity, they produced the first nude of the Renaissance, they composed the first opera. Petrarch was the first humanist, Boccaccio the first literary critic, Machiavelli the father of political science and Alberti wrote the first modern art criticism. Furthermore, the first chair of Greek was set up there and the first public library was established in the convent of San Marco. To top it all, “The Italian literary language is exclusively the creation of the Tuscan, who formed it on their dialect as spoken in the city of Florence. . . .” Thus the author’s statement that Florence “invented” the modern world.

Miss McCarthy has many heroes, but if one stands out beyond all others it is the bald-headed little man, Brunelleschi, with his dome, his many churches and his sculpture. She speaks of Michelangelo’s veneration for him and says “... his architecture is always conscious of Brunelleschi, long dead before he was born, whom he could not surpass but only exceed.”

This is no mere travel book, but a rich and lively appreciation of one of the prime fountainheads of our culture, and a very handsome job of book-making too. J.W.
To the Gentlemen of Detroit:

For some fifty years now the automobile industry has been growing and thriving until it long ago became one of the great basic industries of the country. It has provided vast fortunes for a large number of people, highly profitable investments for thousands of people, and good employment for hundreds of thousands and indirectly for millions. Its product has brought pleasures to three generations which their preceding generations could only dream of. It has created many new businesses and industries which no previous generation could possibly have dreamed of. It has revolutionized surface transportation in a manner unforeseeable even three generations ago. It has changed completely the mode of life of hundreds of millions of people, and it has changed completely the cities and the highways of the nation.

The product of the automobile industry has grown from a snorting, bucking little monster of the dusty roads at which horses reared and dogs barked, to a purring, gliding, glittering and stinking big monster of the highways from which dogs flee and before which even angels fear to tread. We have deified this demon and we prostrate ourselves and our cities before it. It is a household god, and every family has at least one image of it, usually enshrined in a special room of the house or in its own separate building. Yet we worship it en masse, by hurling it and ourselves within it along vast highways at great speeds, in company with thousands of complete strangers. Some forty thousand of us give our lives to the demon-monster every year, wildly and eagerly if not willingly, while a million and a half more of us sacrifice our limbs and the blood of our veins, to say nothing of the lingering sorrow and bereavements we suffer.

We destroy hundreds of homes, bulldoze mountains, level forests, cut wide swaths through crowded cities, in order to create thousands of miles of smooth ribbons of concrete for our deity to travel on, or vast acres of cement for its repose. We do this because the god is more important than the man. All hail, Automobile!

Through all this, for nearly three generations, the few major companies that make up the greater part of what is known as the automobile industry, have sat very tight—although not very quiet—and grown fatter and more powerful each year as they planned new models of the god, glassier and gassier than before, much as the priests of the oracles and man-made gods of ancient times grew fat and powerful as they manipulated their creatures and breathed vaporous and vacuous ambiguities through their senseless lips.

It is time the major automobile companies awakened to their public responsibilities. It is not enough to spend millions in "research" so that automobiles may go faster and smoother, so that they may be bigger and shinier or smaller and more conservative, whatever the trend of the moment may be. That is no public service; it is just another form of "sales & service." True, General Motors has established a very handsome scholarship fund, which is a public service. But one somehow suspects it is just using money which Uncle Sam would get otherwise. The service which the automobile manufacturers owe the public has nothing to do with sales and it is much closer to them than improving the educational opportunities of the young.

With all the benefits the automobile has brought to mankind, it has also brought to our nation—and to other nations which are as automoted as we—the blight that has now overtaken our cities and is creeping over our countryside. There is no need to detail here the symptoms and malignancies of that blight. They have been well described many times by better writers than the present one. But the point must be hammered home to the gentlemen of Detroit that it is their automobile which has done it. True, we love our shining monsters, we buy 'em and we strut 'em, but we are also defeated by them. It is not enough to increase production so as to turn out millions more cars. Where are we going to put six or seven million more cars each year? What are we going to do with them? The manufacturers of this essential luxury must stop thinking in terms of production units and sales, and think in terms of people.

The automobile industry must underwrite a vast program of broad studies of population trends, housing needs, civic requirements and conservation demands. Through this perhaps a program can be prepared and a pattern established for our cities, towns and villages to follow in their groping efforts to plan for the new age—which has already overtaken us; perhaps a line of guidance can be established for the highway engineers, who are now the much too efficient enemies of conservation, both natural and historical; perhaps we can be shown a way toward re-establishing that simpler and more neighborly mode of life for which we envy our forebears, which in their day was accomplished even in cities more overcrowded than today's.

Is this just a display of another one of our modern weaknesses—the feeling that a survey can cure anything? I don't think so. True, a survey is no better than its surveyors, so the surveyors must be the very best. But a survey must precede a study, and only a long hard study can precede a program which will save us from streets stalled with crosstown traffic, fine civic buildings desolate in seas of parked cars, two-hour-long rides from home to work, thousands of ugly car-carcass lots, millions of acres of concrete, cities, homes and countryside wrecked by the bulldozer to make way for the onrushing god, and ultimate asphyxiation by carbon monoxide gases.

Gentlemen of Detroit, only your concerted efforts can save the people of this nation from the evils that you have been principally responsible for bringing upon them.

AIA JOURNAL, FEBRUARY 1960
The purposes of this guide are to assist the truck terminal owner or operator in organizing his data for a design program, and to provide the architect with recognized design standards for convenient reference.

On matters upon which the opinions of operators with long experience vary, two or more opinions are given. Details are avoided, since recognized problems may be solved in different ways in different places and by different architects.

Site

If the site has not been selected, the following items may be considered in connection with its location:

• proximity to deliveries, pickups and connecting carriers
• accessibility to traffic ways
• obstructions such as bridges, underpasses and railway crossings
• relation to future redevelopment plans, especially areas which may be zoned for truck terminals
• zoning restrictions
• distance from labor supply
• transportation facilities for employees
• utilities: water, sewer (sanitary and storm), electricity
• character of surroundings

Relation to urban planning

Probably no other business is more concerned with the direction the growth of a city will take than that which furnishes truck transport service. In addition to current conditions, the truck operator locating a terminal should give careful consideration to all factors which will influence the direction of growth as it may affect the proximity of a site to deliveries, pickups and connecting carriers; accessibility to traffic-ways; distance from labor supply; and transportation facilities for employees. An important factor influencing the direction of growth is the action of urban planning officials. The net long-term result of urban planning and zoning is an increase of stability and the provision of adequate roadways. The efforts of those concerned with urban planning and zoning deserve the critical support of all forward-looking businessmen.

Do not overlook growth in real estate values—that become a "windfall"—when terminal is outgrown or must be relocated.

Check insurance cost of each type of construction:

• frame
• incombustible
• fireproof

The first item listed above is of sufficient importance to justify calculations of total ton-miles for deliveries to consignees, pickups from shippers, and deliveries to and pickups from connecting carriers for each of the sites being considered. The suggested steps are as follows:

• calculate tonnage into and from each zone for two or three typical months
• multiply tonnage by distance from center of each zone to each proposed terminal site

Except for differences in the square foot cost of the land, it makes little difference whether a long or short side of the site faces a street. In cold windy climates it is best to have the long dimension of the dock in a direction parallel to the prevailing winds so that a blank wall of the dock wing faces the wind, and for natural illumination the long dimension running north to south is preferred.

In selecting the site, size required will be affected by the following decisions:

• ultimate number of truck stations (at 12 per station) will determine length of dock for both local and long distance trucks
• width of dock
1 type of operation on dock:
   a) cross load
   b) temporary storage for sorting and reloading
2 16' aisle each side of dock total 32'
3 additional width for flooring or temporary storage of freight
• exterior distance from each side of dock to nearest obstruction: 100' for 50' road units, 60' for 30' city trailer, and 50' for 25' city truck
**Procedure**

1. Pick scale to be used in problem.
2. Draw to scale trailers up against the loading dock at expected spacings. (Use longest and widest trailer measurements expected at dock.)
3. Extend trailer #2 axle or tandem center line in direction of turn.
4. Draw chord AA1 from that point on the side of trailer #2 where the axle or tandem center line intersects the side of the body, to the nose corner of the adjacent trailer (#1). This is a chord of the curve through which point A (#2) must traverse to miss trailer #1.
5. Bisect chord AA1 and extend a perpendicular line until it intersects the extension of trailer #2 axle or tandem center line at point X. This is the point about which all points on trailer #2 must rotate to miss striking trailer #1.
6. With the compass point on point X, swing trailer #2's nose around until point A reaches point A1. Sketch trailer #2 into its position as shown.
7. Through the location of the kingpin, extend a line back through point X. This line then represents the center line of the tractor drive axle or bogie. From this drive axle center line, draw the tractor with the greatest turning radius in its proper position with respect to trailer #2 in its second position.
8. With the compass point on the tractor front bumper (opposite side from the direction of the turn) scribe an arc equal to the turning radius of the tractor so that it intersects the center line of the tractor drive axle at point Y.
9. With the compass set at the turning radius of the tractor, place the point at Y and scribe an arc that represents the curve about which the bumper will travel.

**Result**

Measure that distance from the dock to that point on the curve just drawn which represents the greatest distance from the dock. THIS REPRESENTS THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DISTANCE AWAY FROM THE DOCK NEEDED FOR MANEUVERING AREA (based on a single continuous forward movement).

- ultimate size of shop—number of vehicles in shop and kind of repairs and servicing
- location of shop
- size and location of fueling area
- size and location of weighing area
- size and location of truck parking area
- size and location of employees' and visitors' parking area

If maneuvering areas 50' and 100' wide and a dock-width of 60' are assumed, the minimum width of the site would be 210'. If 50' is allowed for parking, this width becomes 260'. If parallel docks are arranged in series, the same maneuvering areas may serve two adjacent docks. The minimum width for two 60' docks with two 50' and one 100' maneuvering areas is 370'.

The actual choice of site will be influenced by cost. For high-cost land, buildings of more than one story might be considered. With a sloping topography, it may be possible to design a two-level dock. Some offices and auxiliary units may be placed upon a second floor.

If a site of adequate size for all facilities is not available, such units as the shop and parking spaces might be located on another site nearby.

Before purchasing a site, it is wise to engage an architect to prepare schematic sketches indicating the best utilization of each of the sites being considered, making suitable allowance for expansion. Data concerning available sites may be obtained from the Chamber of Commerce and other sources. The site selected should be ample, but the building should initially be no larger than needed with allowance for ten years' expansion.

All traffic adjacent to the dock is one-way and moves counterclockwise to permit left-hand backing.

For each space at the dock, at least two other parking spaces should be provided.

For fast clearance of unloaded trailers away from the dock and the temporary parking of loaded trailers, awaiting spaces must be provided.

The width of the parking spaces against the dock particularly together with the length of the trailer and the tractor employed for maneuvering determine the minimum maneuver space.

If the site has been selected, a topographical map giving grades, boundaries, positions of adjacent buildings, location of utilities, etc., should be furnished to the architect. If the character of the soil is unknown, soundings or test pits and soil analyses may be justified.

**Building**

The first logical step in the planning is the location on the site of
the dock wing with its two aprons, together with the offices. The owner should state the sizes of auxiliary units chosen from the following check list:

- general office
- message center
- billing office
- cashier
- telephone room
- foreman's office
- office manager
- terminal manager
- operations manager
- salesmen's room
- record room
- heater room
- central checking
- drivers' locker room
- transportation dept
- dormitory
- cafeteria
- drivers' ready room

There are sharp differences in opinions regarding preferred locations of the shop or maintenance facility. Locating it in a building separate from the dock and offices is the only one considered by some operators, but some favor locations near the office and under the same roof as the dock.

The fueling area may be near the entrance or exit if the terminal is large enough to justify keeping an attendant on duty — otherwise it should be near the shop, or in the shop where regulations permit.

The owner should report separately the number of road vehicles, and the number of local trucks and tractor-trailer units. These data determine the length of the dock. The number of trailers, tractors, trailers hooked to tractors, shop and road service vehicles, and employee and visitor cars to be parked at one time should also be given.

Figure 2 illustrates a common T-shaped terminal building with dock space for 84 trucks and expansion at one end. The shop may be in a separate building. The scheme indicated by Figure 3 is currently popular. The offices are near the center and expansion is possible at both ends of the dock.

Split-dock plan

The "split-dock" operation is receiving more and more attention as a means of expanding existing terminal facilities where this type of operation is found practical. With this plan, outbound and incoming
Parking spaces for trucks should be 12' wide and about 20% longer than the trailer, with a maximum of 60'. Parking spaces for employees' and visitors' cars should be 10' wide and 20' long. For perpendicular parking, 20' to 22' should be allowed for maneuvering.

It is recommended that the entire site be fenced with 2' mesh, number 9 gauge wire with twisted and barbed selvage top and bottom. Total height should be 7', including several strands of barbed wire at the top in one foot of height. Rigid metal posts should be set in concrete, and corners and gate posts should be braced. Fences should be protected with curbs—5' to 15' from fence. The curbs may be heavy timber or utility pole. Bumpers supported by heavy pipe or rail sections, driven into the ground or set in concrete, or by a 2' high sloping earth bank with slope paved with asphaltic concrete and the top covered with gravel. In automobile parking areas, bumpers should be not less than 3' from the fence.

The design module is based upon the dock length per truck of 12' and the following dimensions are recommended:
- doors, single, 8' to 10' wide by 8' to 9' 4" high
- doors, double, 16' to 22' by 8' to 9' 4" high
- piers, 2' to 4' in width
- roof overhang, 6' to 35' (12' average)
- vertical clearance, 14' to 15'
- it is suggested that to assure sufficient clearance between the dock floor to the lowest underside element of the canopy be used to fix the clearance from the yard surface to the lowest underside element. (See figure 5)
- hi-lift overhead type doors are preferred—opening in or out. Use of the sliding type (either horizontal or vertical) is seldom possible and the hinged type is cumbersome.

Jams should be protected with steel angles. Truck height limitations in different states vary from 12'-6" to 14'-0". Structural columns should be avoided outside the dock area and limited to a single row inside. Column guards, if of flexible materials, protect both columns and merchandise. Interior clearance from 10' to 12' is recommended. Other standard dimensions are:
- metal ladder rungs embedded in the concrete side—every 4 doors. Generally, it has been found the metal ladders can be installed every 4 doors around an average dock of 100-200' in length at approximately the same cost as one concrete stair case
- truck-bed heights (loaded and with tires inflated) 51" to 52"
- platform height for "over the road" vehicles, 48" to 52"

FIG. 4 Split-dock truck terminal
For leveling, self-adjusting dock boards or ramps under truck wheels may be used.

By installing some type of self-adjusting dockboard having a spread of 6" on a dock with a height of 48", it would be possible to cover a range of dock heights from 45" to 51".

Docks should be protected with bumpers of one of the following types, placed on the edge of the dock:

- replaceable timber
- permanent timber
- replaceable steel
- permanent steel
- rubber
- tire stops
- tire stops with cock trough

In mild climates, docks may be open on one or both sides. For protection from cold winds, the end wall may be extended. In cold climates and where closing is necessary for security, doors should be provided.

The dock floor should be laid on a thoroughly compacted earth fill, or it may be a structural slab designed for a uniform live load of 150 psf to 250 psf or more. Wood is not recommended for either the structure or finish. The finished surface of concrete may be made slip-proof by mixing carborundum or metal filings with the topping or top portion of monolithic slab.

The minimum heating required for the dock area is in a room for freight which would be damaged by freezing. When doors are open much of the time, it is difficult to heat the space adequately, but in cold climates it may be expedient to provide workmen with some heat—possibly radiant coils in the floor.

Narrow docks with doors on both sides may have adequate natural daytime illumination. For wider docks either skylights or electrical illumination may be needed. In localities with low electric rates, the annual cost of electrical illumination may be less than the fixed charges on an adequate area of skylights. A minimum of 10 foot-candles of general illumination is recommended for the dock area. For night work, floodlights are desirable at:

- corners of dock
- sides of dock
- corners of office
- corners of shop
- utility poles
- fueling area
- dome-lights in vehicles may be run from terminal current

Open doorways may not provide adequate summer ventilation (especially if gasoline fork-lift trucks are used) in which case intake fans and/or exhaust fans are recommended.

Consideration should be given to the installation of a sprinkler system and fire hydrants. The owner should indicate the need for communications, such as:

- loud speakers
- pneumatic tubes
- tel-autograph
- micro-speakers
- teletype

FIG. 5 Low cost detail of wire fencing with earth bank

FIG. 6 Suggested dock dimensions. The tendency is toward higher trucks. Lower docks may be obtained, if needed in the future, by raising grade or installing some type of self-adjusting dockboard
Highway

Fio. 7 Large truck terminal with curved dock accommodating 286 trucks at maximum expansion

- signal systems
- inside telephone
- radio system

Parking and maneuvering areas should be properly graded (sloping down away from the building) and paved. Minimum grades from 1/10"/ft to 1/4"/ft are recommended and grades should never exceed 6' in 100'.

Storm sewers are desirable—storm water should not be carried on surface of paving more than 100'—preferably 60' to 75'.

It should be emphasized that allowances should be made, not only for expansion, but also for possible changes in truck design, such as increased lengths and heights. Increased demands for agreeable working conditions should also be anticipated.

Maximum size of terminals

The maximum size of a single truck terminal has not yet been determined. A maximum dock length of 500' applies to the T-shaped terminal with offices at one end; and a capacity of 200 trucks (length of dock approximately 1100') applies to a terminal with the office at the center of one side.

Some more complicated shapes, such as the I, U, and E have been considered, but at the intersections of wings with the main dock unit, dockside truck spaces are useless along either the main dock or the wings. A possibility worth exploring is the use of curved docks with road vehicles generally using the outside of the curve and local trucks the inside. With the offices on a second floor, the space beneath them could be given to...
incoming freight requiring temporary storage, thus leaving the front wall at the office entrance clear. By proper grading, a truck underpass could be provided and the approach from the highway to the offices thus kept free of trucks. With a radius of 344', the curved portion of an 80' dock would have 174 truck spaces at approximately 12' per truck along the outside wall; and with a radius of 264', there would be 112 truck spaces at approximately 14' per truck along the inside wall. The maximum distance from the offices to the extreme end of the dock (inside) would be 900', and 286 trucks may be accommodated at the dock at one time. (See Figure 7)

Figure 8 indicates a more compact arrangement on a site approximately the same size as that shown in Figure 7. Spaces are provided for 356 trucks at the docks with a maximum distance of trucks from offices of 900'. If such large truck terminals were built, electronic equipment for yard and dock supervision would be required.

One motor carrier executive reports a layout for a dock having 200 vehicle spaces, 120' wide and 1100' long with offices at center of one side. He believes that "there is no practical limit to the size of a terminal facility,"

The limiting factors determining the size of a truck terminal, as pointed out by another motor carrier executive are "the size of the pick-up and delivery area, volume of freight, and the number of trucks needed to serve this area." Travel time, more than distance, affects pick-up and delivery costs; hence, terminals will be located for the most efficient pick-up and delivery of freight handled. As volume of freight increases, the pick-up and delivery area will be reduced, resulting in adding terminals, other factors being equal. . . . Freight can be efficiently moved on a large dock with mechanical equipment . . . hence the trend today is for longer and wider docks. . . ."

Consolidated terminals and transport centers

Where terminal trucks of non-competing lines are located near each other, shipments can be transferred from one to the other expeditiously. In some cities large areas have been developed as truck terminal centers. Where it is possible for truck lines to use terminal facilities under the same roof, the transfer of shipments is even more convenient. The consolidated terminal makes this possible. The largest size which is feasible for a single terminal building is unknown, but beyond a certain point, obviously, the convenience of transferring shipments from one line to another would be more than offset by increased average distance which shipments of a single line would be forced to travel within the dock.

A notable transport center is Chicago's Lake Calumet Harbor, which will cover 100 acres initially and 200 acres eventually. Truck terminal buildings will be constructed to fit individual requirements and leased on a long-term basis. In addition to truck terminals (which will include a consolidated terminal), there will be facilities for rail and water transport, restaurants, motels, service stations, repair shops, weighing station, truck parking compound, and a retail shopping center. Facilities will be provided for piggy-back and fishy-back service, making it possible for a cargo loaded into a truck trailer at the shipper's place of business to be delivered to the consignee without rehandling in transit, even though the movement includes rail and water transport in addition to trucking.

Feasibility

Before developing the final design and construction documents for a truck terminal, both the truck line owner or operator and his architect should assure themselves that the design as conceived is economically feasible. This may be accomplished without involvement in calculations of the results of the various ways of financing. If an investment in a building is expected to pay 8% on the total capital (without any borrowing or sale and lease back) the return on the investment in the equity would be even higher if part of the capital is borrowed at a rate lower than 8%. If 60% of the capital is borrowed at 6% interest, the rate of return on the equity becomes 11%. With lower interest rates and the borrowing of larger proportions of the invested capital, the return on the equity is still larger. For tests of feasibility at early stages, therefore, it is suggested that an overall return of 8% be the criterion.

The architect may make or secure an estimate of the construction cost of the building and site improvements to which is added:

- cost of land free of obstructions and including utilities
- compensation of architect, engineers and surveyor
- carrying charges, including taxes,

FIG. 8 Terminal with wings for 188 trucks. Expansion to 208 trucks at dock
interest and insurance during the period of construction

- financing and legal costs, etc.

The sum of these items is the total capital cost upon which a reasonable return must be earned.

The net income to be expected over the period of the useful life of the building may be based upon that earned from past operations with suitable allowance for expansion and expected inflation as well as possible slack periods, but not including rent or its equivalent. These data, of course, should be furnished by the owner.

In addition to the expenses incidental to the operation of the business which are taken into account in determining the net income above, such annual expenses as real estate taxes, insurance, depreciation and repairs should be deducted from the net income. If the balance is divided by the capital cost, the result will be the rate of return expressed as a decimal.

A hypothetical example follows:
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Architectural jewelry with a year 'round job

Amarlite aluminum store fronts bring out the personality of a business in the same way that jewelry brings out the beauty of a woman. But this jewelry has a purpose beyond being beautiful. It stands the stresses of weather and time without losing its appeal—never needs painting, polishing or coddling. It is both sturdy and elegantly simple, offering the architect infinite variations in design. Specify Amarlite. You'll be happy with the results.

For complete information on the 12-V Vertical Division Bar write for our catalog or see Sweet's File.

POINTS OF PERFECTION

1. Uniform Amarlite finish, polished and buffed to a mirror-like smoothness. Hard, tough anodized surface resists wear and dirt.
2. Vinyl glazing strips provide positive permanent resilient seal.
3. Firm fastenings can be screwed in at any point along universal thread channel.

PLEASE ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO P.O. BOX 7188-A, ATLANTA 9, GEORGIA

American Art Metals Company
Artistry in Aluminum
ENTRANCES / STORE FRONTS / CURTAIN WALLS

GENERAL OFFICES: ATLANTA, GA.—P. O. BOX 7188, STATION "C" • NEW YORK, N. Y. • CHICAGO, ILL. • DALLAS, TEXAS • PARAMUS, N. J.
An Accounting System designed for your office...

Four years of intensive research by a Committee of the Institute has resulted in the completion of a Cost Accounting System which is adapted to the special needs of architectural offices.

Heart of the System is the Book of Instructions, available with each of the Offers; or sold separately at $5.00 per copy. In it are all the necessary instructions, along with samples of most of the forms, filled out as examples.

The System can be purchased in three separate Offers. Each contains a year's supply of forms. Full information on the contents of each Offer, and prices of individual forms, may be obtained upon request.

- **OFFER NUMBER ONE**
  - Includes Instructions, Accounting Forms, Owner-Contractor Forms, Binders.
  - $47.00

- **OFFER NUMBER TWO**
  - Includes Instructions, Accounting Forms, Owner-Contractor Forms.
  - $31.50

- **OFFER NUMBER THREE**
  - Includes Instructions, Accounting Forms.
  - $22.50

Direct inquiries to:
The American Institute of Architects
1735 New York Avenue, N. W.,
Washington 6, D. C.

---

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

for LCN Overhead Concealed Door Closer Shown on Opposite Page

The LCN Series 200 Closer's Main Points:

1. Efficient, full rack-and-pinion, two-speed control of the door
2. Mechanism entirely concealed; arm disappears into door stop on closing
3. Hydraulic back-check prevents door's being thrown open violently to damage walls, furniture, door, hinges, etc. Door may open 180°, jamb permitting
4. Hold-open (optional) set at any one of following points: 85°, 90°, 100° or 110°
5. Easy to regulate without removing any part
6. Used with either wood or metal doors and frames

Complete Catalog on Request—No Obligation or See Sweet's 1960, Sec. 18e/La

LCN CLOSERS, INC., PRINCETON, ILLINOIS

Canada: Lift Lock Hardware Industries, Ltd., Peterborough, Ontario
Modern Door Control by LCN Closers Concealed in Head Frame

NEW OFFICE BUILDING, SCHIELD BANTAM COMPANY, WAVERLY, IOWA

LCN CLOSERS, INC., PRINCETON, ILLINOIS

Construction Details on Opposite Page
inside...
Paneling and woodwork finished with Cabot's Stain Wax.

for interiors:
Stain, wax and seal in one easy operation with Cabot's Stain Wax.

outside...
Redwood siding and trim stained with Cabot's California Redwood Stain.

for exteriors:
Your choice of finishes — clear, natural, gloss, driftwood or stains in 35 distinctive colors.

SPECIFY...
Cabot's Finishes for REDWOOD
Send for color card and brochure.

Architects and builders know that Cabot produces the ideal finishes for Redwood. Accent the texture and grain. Economical — low in cost — easy to apply.

SAMUEL CABOT INC. 245 Oliver Bldg., Boston 9, Mass.
Please send your "Redwood Staining" Brochure including Color Cards
Newest is the unique application of a die-formed stainless steel cap, which during fabrication is permanently locked on corners of all WEIS panels and doors. * Corner welding and grinding operations (which destroy rust-protective undercoatings) have been completely eliminated. WEIS corners now have maximum protection against corrosion ... and have uniformly perfect contours for maximum eye-appeal. This is but one of the many points of superiority you provide with a WEIS installation.

Send coupon for catalog and name of nearest representative

Henry Weis Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Dept. X-7922 Weisteel Bldg. Elkhart, Indiana

Gentlemen: Please send new catalog of your Weis toilet compartments.

name

address

city, state

☐ Please have representative call
Pouring the molten metal for Wooster abrasive cast safety treads and thresholds is just one step in a manufacturing operation that is called upon to constantly meet a number of varying conditions.

The constant care necessary to insure quality materials depends upon craftsmen like the molders above - just one part of our team working to maintain this quality tradition.

See our new enlarged catalog in Sweets architectural file or send for free copy Wooster Abrasive Cast Safety Treads

Wooster Abrasive Cast Thresholds

Wooster Safe-Groove Safety Treads

Wooster Quality Safety Treads and Thresholds

Wooster Products Incorporated

Representatives in all principal cities
CONTROL: first step to comfort

Only precise control of indoor comfort makes space truly usable. That's why it's so important to integrate good design and comfort control right from the start in any type of building. You can depend on Honeywell to help your engineer specify the best system for each of your clients' particular needs. You'll find that Honeywell's 75 years of leadership in temperature control will go far toward assuring client satisfaction. Call your nearest Honeywell office, or write Minneapolis-Honeywell, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota.

March 14-17: Fifty-sixth Annual Convention of the American Concrete Institute, Commodore Hotel, New York City.

April 5-7: BRI Spring Conferences, Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York, N. Y.


April 18-22: AIA Annual Convention, San Francisco, California.

April 23-30: Twenty-seventh Annual Historic Garden Week, Garden Club of Virginia. (For information write The Garden Club of Virginia, Room 3, Mezzanine, Jefferson Hotel, Richmond 19, Virginia.)

May 11-16: World Design Conference, Sankei Kaikan, International Hall, Tokyo, Japan. For full information write Wo-De-Co—Tokyo, Room 301, International House of Japan, 2 Tariizaka-Machi, Tokyo, Japan.

May 12-14: South Atlantic Regional Conference, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

May 28-June 3: Twenty-fifth World Planning and Housing Conference, San Juan, Puerto Rico.

June: AIA-ACSA Teaching Seminar, Sagamore, N. Y. (exact date not known).


NOTICES
OF ACTIONS TAKEN IN CASES OF UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT

Disciplinary actions as shown in the following tabulation have been taken by the Board of Directors of the Institute at its November 9–13, 1959, meeting:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Violation</th>
<th>Penalty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Herbert P. Beyel,</td>
<td>Mandatory Rules Termination Nos.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii Chapter</td>
<td>14 and 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td>Obligations of Good Practice B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td>and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolland Denny Lamping,</td>
<td>Obligation of Good Practice C</td>
<td>Censure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington State Chapter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. ROY CARROLL, JR., FAIA Secretary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mandatory Rules

14 An Architect shall conform to the registration laws governing the practice of architecture in any state in which he practices and he shall observe the standards of practice established by the local Architects' professional body.

15 An Architect shall at no time act in a manner detrimental to the best interests of the profession.

Obligations of Good Practice

B An Architect should consider the needs and stipulations of his client and the effect of his work upon the life and well being of the public.

C An Architect may offer his services for anyone on the generally accepted basis of commission, fee, salary or royalty, as Architect, consultant, adviser, or assistant, provided that he rigidly maintains his professional integrity.

K An Architect should seek opportunities to be of constructive service in civic affairs, and to the best of his ability advance the safety, health and well-being of the community in which he resides.

Finally, every Architect should do his part to forward justice, courtesy and sincerity in his profession. It is incumbent on him in the conduct of his practice to maintain a wholly professional attitude toward those he serves, toward those who assist him in his practice, toward his fellow Architects, and toward the members of other professions, and the practitioners of other arts. He should respect the distinction between professional practice and non-professional enterprise.

NECROLOGY

According to notices received at the Octagon between November 25, 1959 and December 17, 1959

ATKINSON, JACKSON B., Dallas, Tex.

CAMBELL, EUGENE A., Cleveland, Ohio

GRAHAM, JOHN, Seattle, Wash.

HERBST, WILLIAM G., Milwaukee, Wisc.

HOOVER, SIDNEY M., Shreveport, La.

MARSHALL, WALTER P., Savannah, Ga.

NICOL, CHARLES W., Chicago, Ill.

PROTOPAPAS, ARCHIE, New York, N. Y.

SCESA, LOUIS, Yonkers, N. Y.
Grade Wise is Profit Wise

SAVE... with "utility"

For framing quality and economy, there's no greater bargain than "Utility" grade-stamped West Coast lumber. "Utility" meets FHA standards for One-and-Two-Living Units in many framing and sheathing applications. (See FHA Bulletin No. 300 for spans and other application data.)

Discover the many home construction economies made possible by wise use of "Utility" grade West Coast framing lumber. You'll agree it adds up to important profits.

CHECK THESE USES for "Utility" grade West Coast Lumber (in accordance with FHA Minimum Property Standards):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAFTERS FOR LIGHT ROOFING (Roof slope over 3 in 12)</th>
<th>(Weighing less than 4 lbs. per sq. ft. in place)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Fir</td>
<td>West Coast Hemlock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x6</td>
<td>16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x8</td>
<td>16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x10</td>
<td>16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Span</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9'-8&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14'-4&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19'-8&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLAT ROOF JOISTS supporting finished ceiling (Roof slope 3 in 12 or less)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2x6 16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x8 16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x10 16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x12 16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7'-8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11'-6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15'-8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18'-2&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CEILING JOISTS (no attic storage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2x6 16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x8 16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11'-8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17'-6&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLOOR JOISTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2x6 16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x8 16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x10 16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x12 16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7'-2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10'-8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14'-8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17'-0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9'-6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13'-0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15'-4&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| BOARDs. Ample strength and satisfactory coverage make "Utility" boards a primary material for sub-floors, wall sheathing and solid roof boarding in permanent construction. This grade is widely used for light concrete forms. |

FULL INFORMATION

Just off the press. Detailed information on the way Utility grade West Coast framing lumber can serve you economically. Write us for your copy today!
Bilco Special Service Doors are the architect's logical answer to access problems. He can choose from a wide range of standard units, or call for doors custom-engineered to his specifications. He can select Roof Scuttles for vertical ladder access, for ship's ladder or for normal rise-and-run stairs... He can choose large special Roof Scuttles in double- or single-leaf design for replacement or removal of large equipment... Or he may specify Flush Floor Doors and Ceiling-Access-Doors that blend smoothly into their environment. He knows that for access to basements and underground utility equipment, Bilco Sidewalk Doors have no equal. All Bilco doors are watertight, feature long trouble-free life and the exclusive Bilco spring operators for effortless opening year after year.

See our catalog in Sweet's or write for complete information.

The Bilco Company, Dept. A-22 New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

Wherever vertical access is required, a Bilco door will do the job better.
Choosing floors for atomic architecture

The newest phase of architecture—and a most important one—is the creation of laboratories and power plants to house atomic reactors. In all atomic architecture, prime consideration must be given to the protection of the building’s occupants from radiation and to provision for fast and effective decontamination procedures. Flooring needs for atomic architecture are ideally met with resilient floors. These materials are non-porous in nature and extremely easy to clean. But not all resilient floors are equally suitable. Some types have certain properties that make them better than others. Armstrong has been working with architects, contractors, and scientists involved in the designing of atomic labs and plants to help make sure that the most appropriate floors are chosen. Problems involved are also being studied at the Armstrong Research and Development Center. The following is a synopsis of the information and suggestions now available.

I How much radiation can resilient floors take?
In considering the amounts of radiation involved, the limiting factor, really, is how much radiation humans can withstand. Naturally, their radiation tolerance should never be intentionally exceeded. But in the case of an accident, it may be. Would such excessive radiation damage a resilient floor? From all available evidence, it appears that resilient floors can withstand repeated exposures of extremely great amounts of radiation without any bad effects.

II Which is better: sheet or tile?
Means must be provided for the fastest possible removal of radioactive material accidentally spilled on the floor. And every precaution must be taken to make sure that it does not seep down to the subfloor. For, if the “hot” material were to reach the subfloor, it could penetrate into the porous concrete and make decontamination extremely difficult and expensive. Sheet floors come in large units,—6 ft. wide and usually up to 70 ft. long. And they can be installed, even in big areas, with a minimum of seams. Experienced flooring mechanics can make seams so tight that they are figuratively non-existent, at least to the eye. Actually seam-free, monolithic floors can be achieved with Armstrong Sheet Vinyl Corlon because it is thermoplastic and can be heat-sealed.

Because of their seamlessness, then, sheet floors drastically reduce the chance of radioactive materials’ penetrating to the subfloor. And the lack of seams also makes sheet floors the easiest of all to wash down completely. Another advantage is that they can be curved up walls and counter faces to facilitate cleaning and eliminate baseboard crevices.

III How do floors stand up to decontamination?
The most common method of decontamination is by the use of great amounts of water and cleansers. Vinyl floors are extremely resistant to soaps, alkalis, and cleansers and will not be damaged by such rigorous cleaning. A heavy-duty, sheet vinyl floor, such as Armstrong Tessera Corlon, will keep its good looks and extraordinary practicality for years, despite repeated decontamination processes.

IV Are special flooring adhesives required?
The adhesives recommended by Armstrong for regular buildings can also be used in atomic architecture. Radioactive materials have no effect on the bonding power of these adhesives. It is good practice, however, to use waterproof adhesives whenever possible, since they provide an added measure of protection against any ill effects from the water used in decontamination.

V Some other considerations
In many atomic structures, resilient floors must be installed on grade or below grade. Armstrong Tessera Corlon and certain other types of sheet vinyl Corlon are available with the exclusive, alkali-resistant Hydrocord Back, and are the only sheet floors that are suitable for on- and below-grade areas. It’s also a good idea to select a material with high resistance to indentation, since the floors in labs or power plants are likely to be subjected to heavy moving and static loads. Tessera Corlon is one of a number of Armstrong floors that meets this requirement. And Tessera Corlon also has the additional advantage of possessing a slightly nubbly surface that helps conceal marks made by loads exceeding the material’s indentation resistance.

VI Valuable services for architects
If you have any questions on the subject of resilient floors in radioactive interiors—or on anything to do with resilient floors—call the Architectural Builder-Consultant at your Armstrong District Office. A flooring expert, he can give you invaluable information. He can also get the assistance of research and installation specialists at Armstrong for you. Or if you wish, write direct to Armstrong Cork Company, 302 Sage Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
Aerofin Coils

for Greater Capacity
Lower Resistance

Aerofin extended-surface heating and cooling coils now offer you an even greater area of effective surface — even greater capacity — per square foot of face area. Airway resistance is lowered; higher air velocities can be used. The result is extremely high heating or cooling capacity in a given space.

Compact, sturdy, standardized encased units arranged for simple, quick, economical installation.

Write for Bulletin S-55

Aerofin Corporation

101 Greenway Ave., Syracuse 3, N.Y.

The new Aerofin smooth fins are tapered, with wide base that conducts sufficient heat between fin and tube to make the entire fin effective transfer surface.

Aerofin is sold only by manufacturers of fan system apparatus. List on request.
Did they build glass houses 4500 years ago?

A BLOCK OF BLUE GLASS, unearthed at the site of Abri Shahreim in Iraq, leads us to believe that the world’s first glass house may have existed there 4500 years ago. What its particular design features were, we can only guess. But at least its discovery has confirmed our belief in the great antiquity of glass.

Because glass has existed for so many thousand years, we think of it as being ageless. And so it is! When you, as an architect, choose glass for an office building, a hotel, a hospital or some other structure, you select a material that will never lose its beauty . . . that resists impact, corrosion, weather and chemicals . . . and is probably the easiest material to clean and maintain. Thus, the glass you use architecturally today will stand in ageless beauty for generations to come.

The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company’s staff of Architectural Representatives will be glad to provide you with the latest information on glass applications—do not hesitate to call one of them.

See Sweed’s Architectural File—Sections 3e, 7a, 13e, 16a, 16d, 18e, 21.
Arts and Crafts

Don't miss the perfectly enchanting Museum of Contemporary Crafts if you should find yourself in New York with time for enjoyment. It is a few houses west of the Museum of Modern Art on 53rd Street and after my last visit there its honest contemporary crafts gave me a most welcome relief from the pretentious pasticcio of the particular brand of modern art I had just seen.

"Pasticcio" is a fancy word for plagiarism which seems to me to apply particularly well to most of the modern American painters and sculptors the Museum of Modern Art had included in a show called "New Images of Man". I don't mean that these earnest, domestic moderns—there's no point naming them, I'm generalizing—literally steal their motifs, approach or style from others. On the contrary, it is precisely their obsession with originality which is so deadly monotonous and depressing.

True originality and—what seems far more important—talent and quality is often lost in this desperate search for the novel. It's like the beastly conformity of the endless railing against conformity one suffers at most cocktail parties these days. People, it seems to me, don't have to be different in their habits and aspirations to be happy or worthwhile human beings. And art doesn't have to be "different" to be good—or even different, for that matter. Real artistic distinction, I dare say, can only be found in quality, whether it's quality in a bold experiment on canvas, an accusation against contemporary humanity, or just a still life.

And that's the trouble with these neo-moderns I'm talking about. They forget that modern art with its abstractions and exploration of the non-objective is more than a half-century old by now ("Dada" was the rave in 1916) and has long ago won its battle. But so many of our American moderns just can't take "yes" for an answer. They rebel rather than create, defy rather than produce and still feel called upon to tear down a bourgeois and class conscious world which in these days of prosperity seems to remote as Atlantis. I don't mind deliberate avantgardism at all, but I'm afraid most of these fellows are quite après-garde and without humility or any sense of humor, at that.

The severe designs of Mondrian, the witty fantasies of Klee and some of the dynamic "dripings" of Pollock are delightful and important art. But a mere adaptation of the style and approach of such works, without their meaning and genius, is just pasticcio, no matter how sincerely re-experienced or skillfully executed. And such pasticcio is no more justified to be taken as museum-worthy art than some eager beginner's studious copy of a Rembrandt. As skillfully crafted decoration, however, the idiom of the great pioneers of modern art can have much delightful appeal.

This is proven on many buildings whose architects dare to use such means of decoration. It was also proven in a marvellous exhibit of enamels at the New York Museum of Contemporary Crafts. The show included a brief and fascinating survey of the history of this wonderful craft which led me to wonder if that much tender loving care for detail and refinement is still left in the world. It is! I learned that we have some really dedicated craftsmen and great enamelists in this country—despite all the sighing into martini glasses. Many of these craftsmen work with the full knowledge and appreciation of techniques handed down through the centuries. Others seek out new and adventuresome methods—experiments which seems a lot more interesting and rewarding in enamels, mosaics or other handicraft materials than in oil paints on canvas. All the work shown strives for design and esthetic effect which reflect our own time, and the results are almost uniformly beautiful. Here are precious and often jewel-like trays, boxes and church utensils which decidedly add to the living culture of our time. Architects will be particularly interested in the large pieces of architectural decoration in mural size, some of which also have functional use as room-dividers or interior screens. The work of Jean Ames of Claremont, California; Earl B. Pardon of Saratoga Springs, New York; and Peter Ostuni of New York City caught my particular fancy.

I've seen other equally inspiring shows at the Museum of Contemporary Crafts, and believe that this relatively young institution, along with the American Craftsman's Council which founded it in 1956, deserves the kudos and support of all architects.

In contrast, New York's new Design Center for Interiors, way east on 53rd Street, which claims to prove that America's interior designs "can take their place proudly among leading creative efforts," manages the very opposite. It's an indiscriminate, badly displayed agglomeration mostly of horrors which seems intent on catering to the worst popular taste.

W.V.E.